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INTO EVERY LIFE
GOD SENDS HIS MESSAGES
THERE ARE NO COINCIDENCES—ONLY
DISCOVERY AND MYSTERIES REVEALED.
Recognition of TRUTH is the most abundant gift
you can receive for the guidance therein offered is
beyond price.
We struggle daily to balance ongoing performance
with the wiles and drama presentations of the “world
at large”. We get snookered, hookered and constantly
bombarded with that which is interminably warped,
inappropriate and revealing about the people and
events swirling about us.
The struggle is
CONSTANT and the perceptions so limited as to be
bewildering to anyone who is in service, for realization
of both no limitations to total limitation is elusive.
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I can with humor give example of that which I
speak. We have had several people write that it is
alright if Doris is too busy or hasn’t time to write
because they would hear from me and all will be
happy. (???)
Exactly, HOW is that to work, readers?
I speak to YOU constantly with every recognition
of question and answer you present. Ah but, you are
NOT contented until it flows through this keyboard and
you of our team won’t accept, longer, another resource
after having been misled and distracted by the myriad
imposters and focus seekers.
You want MORE, MORE AND THEN MORE!
OK, fine and understood very well. However, I
must “oh but—” again because you do not use what
is already given beyond the moment and the content
which focuses onto your particular problem or opinion.
This is human and expected—however, the keyboard
does not recognize the “wish” but reflects only the
action or instructions given it, right or wrong.
We have to, therefore, assume the REAL desire
is to OBSERVE and reap rewards without discomfort
or inconvenience while “others” give ALL to your
cause and your problem resolutions. This too is human
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but it also is the REASON you sit at the bedside of
your FREEDOM’S DEATH RATTLE.
First I will make reference to the topic of THIS
writing. You might be surprised and you may wish to
get yourself a copy of a very, very important book that
is certainly recognized by Webster’s dictionary but
overlooked for a long time by you-the-readers.
We presented a book that began on December 11,
1989 thru December 28, 1989. We worked diligently,
I think you might agree?
We published it and it is called CRY OF THE
PHOENIX; DEATH RATTLE OF FREEDOM; THE
PLAN 2000.
No, there is nothing particularly “miraculous” in the
book versus any other PHOENIX JOURNAL but
perhaps this can serve as a realization as to how
disinterested you have become in reality. WHEN
DID YOU LAST READ THAT VOLUME?
When current examples are given for terms and
words it is noted that when reference is made to
“death rattle” it is this very book to which reference
is made. The dictionary quotes “Cry of the
Phoenix’s” subtitle: DEATH RATTLE OF
FREEDOM to express the very usage of the term
(Continued on page 2)
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“death rattle” which it continues to define.
Moreover, this comes in further reference to
Roget’s Thesaurus.
Then there is a section on “Commercial Usage”:
whereat and in direct reference [Webster’s] NAMES
this book specifically.
WHAT MORE IS IT THAT YOU WANT,
READERS?
We can’t even get enough help to hold the books
and yet when God DOES speak and offer information,
it is dependent upon but a tiny, tiny few to heed even
the information and that for so short a time as to
boggle the senses.
I USE THIS ONLY AS AN EXAMPLE FOR
THAT BOOK IS NO LESS OR MORE
IMPORTANT THAN ANY OTHER JOURNAL—
OF WHICH THERE ARE NOW SOME 150
VOLUMES
MORE
WAITING
FOR
PUBLICATION.
Therefore we are caused to have to beg and
borrow to make our way through the maze of
problems and confrontation and, even yet, bashing from
some who claimed to be “on our team”. GOD
ALLOWS! WE WORK WITH “WHAT IS” AND
THIS IS “WHAT IS”.
I wrote in the “Foreword” of this Journal, the
following which appears on the front cover:
“You have asked and asked for an explanation of
the ancient prophecies and ‘where are we today’?
You want to play in John’s ‘revelations’ and
Nostradamus’ ‘prophecies’—we shall deal a bit with
those things in this book—in order that you see that it
is the unfolding of these very prophecies that is going
on about you this day. TODAY! EXACTLY AS
PROJECTED. GOD, PLEASE ALLOW THAT
YOU READ AND UNDERSTAND FOR THE
TRAP IS SET AND THE FIRE IS LAID. AHO!
THE PHOENIX WILL RISE AGAIN FROM THE
ASHES. WHERE WILL YOU BE?”
Next, please consider resources. This typist-scribe
has been accused of every dastardly thing abounding
from theft and dark-energy absorption to “do it all
again, Alphy” as well as having to sort an
IMPOSSIBLE DREAM into reality against all odds.
She is even accused of being some “come again”
Arabian princess who is anti-Semitic and a thief of
wondrous assets, which become more a death warrant
than a joy to share and hold.
This is not a complaint. It is a reminder that you
have so much with which to use and yet so much is
ignored—especially when it requires a second reading
and probably in hindsight a great deal similar to a
“second opinion”—your own.
This reference Journal is only ONE of hundreds
which pour out information in truth and proof. This
just happens to be one of the earlier ones in which
you demanded proof of our actual participation in a
possible forum.
Are there any of these books left?
THOUSANDS! However, we have no notion as to
how many of this particular volume, now registered
forever in the annals of history, might be yet available.
You will certainly have to check with “Phoenix
Source” or CONTACT for that information for we will
not REPRINT until such time as people, at the least,
recognize the importance. Until then, you will put
Michael Moore and Billy Zipper Clinton on the number
one best seller’s list. So be it. [Please contact
Phoenix Source Distributors, 1-800-800-5565 to order.
For those wanting to buy via the Internet:
www.PhoenixSourceCanada.com.]
The back cover reads:
The four horsemen of Revelation have

been loosed and are ravaging the
populations of the world TODAY. If, as
told in Revelation, two thirds of the
population will be killed by wars,
pestilence and plague, some four billion
people will “die prematurely” in the next
few years.
Most of us already wear the Mark of
the BEAST; the BEAST will be recognized
in 1990. The government of the United
States of America is now firmly in the
hands of the elitist Cartel, including the
world bankers, who are dedicated to the
collapsing of all nations into a One World
Government by the year 2000.
The Constitution and the Bill of Rights
are to be “abolished” in favor of the
Soviet-constitution-based United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
The hour is late but perhaps not too late to
preserve those precious freedoms
guaranteed by our Constitution and Bill of
Rights. As in the Communist nations there
will only be two classes, the ruling elite
and the “workers”. If you are not
guaranteed a place among the elite this
book describes your future and how you
might help change it.
***
HEREAT I WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR
ENTERING THE FOREWORD TO THAT
REFERENCED JOURNAL, BY ME, ON
DECEMBER 28, 1989.
I ASK THAT THE FIRST CHAPTER OF THIS
BOOK BE PRINTED FOLLOWING THAT
“FOREWORD”, BY ATON. I WON’T ASK
“FINGERS” TO RETYPE FOR SURELY IT CAN
BE FOUND ALREADY ON A DISC
“SOMEWHERE” AND IF NOT ELSEWHERE,
CERTAINLY
FROM
THE
PIRATED
PRESENTATIONS OF ONE BELLRINGER.
We sit with no less than a dozen direct requests
for financial help and support by ones that might well
shock and amaze you in their self-focus and obviously
without any notion of the stringent demands placed
upon our team or the debts acquired to get this job
done FOR HUMANITY. No, it is “not OK”!
Some petitions are from our very self-proclaimed
enemies and others by some who found ill-treatment
and thefts from the very “enemies” to ourselves and
who turned to move with the miscreants and now find
the swamp around their very ears (that is over their
noses, my friends), AND YOU CANNOT
BREATHE THROUGH YOUR EYES! Think about
it, please. What will be the LAST thing YOU “see”?
No, we cannot serve more until we can hit and
pass the goal line of THIS PROJECT.
You will note from the Foreword that many people
are mentioned by name. Those are not simply there
for your reading pleasure, and YES INDEED, THE
“WORD” WAS SENT TO THEM DIRECTLY.
I will note here that information was sent directly
to Paul Crouch of TBN, now a global disinformation
network, and the response was to “dump that crap”
and “come back to Jesus...!” OK, and thank you, sir
and madam.
And so, how is your level of hopelessness today?
Well, Mr. Kerry says there is “hope on the way”!
What do you REALLY think?
I certainly suggest you allow us to move rapidly on
this project instead of retelling the mysteries of the
universe because our WINDOW is open only for a
very short while—either way of elections.
As a last offer: Take my hand, friends and
strangers, for I KNOW THE WAY! The choice,
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however, is YOURS alone.
Gyeorgos Ceres hATONn
[Shock and awe are also but passing perceptions.]
dharma
[As referenced in the preceding writing, we
next present the Foreword and Chapter 1 from
Journal #11: CRY OF THE PHOENIX: DEATH
RATTLE OF FREEDOM:]
12/28/89—#1 (3-134)
THU., DEC. 28, 1989 7:15 A.M. YR 3, DAY 134
Tehachapi, California
FOREWORD
You have asked and asked for an explanation of
the ancient prophecies and “where are we today”?
You want to play in John’s “revelations” and
Nostradamus’ “prophecies”—we shall deal a bit with
those things in this book—in order that you see that it
is the unfolding of those very prophecies which are
going on about you this day. TODAY! EXACTLY
AS PROJECTED. GOD, PLEASE ALLOW THAT
YOU READ AND UNDERSTAND FOR THE
TRAP IS SET AND THE FIRE IS LAID. AHO!
THE PHOENIX WILL RISE AGAIN FROM THE
ASHES. WHERE WILL YOU BE?
I request that you sit down and REALLY READ
this JOURNAL. Please do not hop, skip and jump
through the writings until you have carefully read the
document. Then go back and reread and reread until
the facts are engraved into your mind. As you are
exposed to some quotations of ones such as Jesse
Helms, you may be misled into believing he is not of
the “lie”. This is to mislead—he is a high-ranking
member of the “Elite” and out to destroy you. Be
most cautious. Take note, however, that a lot of these
“Elitists” are so frail that they will hop on either side
of the fence that appears the better advantage—utilize
well that knowledge.
Before you can have the birth of the Phoenix, you
must have the ashes; however, truth and justice can
only rise from a foundation of knowledge and truth.
This JOURNAL is written in America for Americans
but it is total truth for your world for THE
PLAN:2000—YEAR 2000, is intended for the entire
planet and all systems are “go”. GET THIS WORD
TO ASIA, THE ORIENT, EUROPE—ANYWHERE
IN THIS WORLD THAT YOU HAVE CONTACT
OR CAN DIRECT THESE JOURNALS. IT IS A
WORLD DUE FOR THE CLOSING, NOT JUST
AMERICA—THE WHOLE PLANET!
THE
PLAN
HAS
BEEN
WELL
DOCUMENTED AND WELL PUBLISHED. IT IS
THE INTENT OF THE WORLD ELITE TO HAVE
AND CONTROL A WORLD ORDER—A ONE
WORLD GOVERNMENT BASED ON SOVIETTYPE SOCIALISM. IT WILL HAVE ONLY TWO
CLASSES—THE CONTROLLERS WITH GREAT
WEALTH AND THE LABORERS—YOU—WHO
DO THE WILL OF THE ELITE FOR THE ELITE
IS ALREADY CHOSEN. IT IS INTENDED TO
BE FULLY OPERATIONAL BY THE YEAR 2000.
This does not give you very long to tend of your
business. It is intended that you have no defense
system and a world police state. The last half of this
JOURNAL explains The Plan 2000 in detail. If it
sounds like the ravings of an insane mind—so be it. It
is the fact in action, of a handful of insane minds but
it is all but finished in fact. The groundwork has been
laid beginning over a century ago. Wars have been
set up and executed for a century while you, the public,
were the dupes, pawns and gun-fodder.
The evil rulers have already taken over your
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government and your religious institutions, your schools
and your very freedoms.
No matter who you are, the facts herein are
threads in the tapestry of your future—your very
existence. Life and death decisions have been made
for you by people you have never heard of and with
full intent of enslavement—of you.
This information may shock you but perhaps it
shall be the alarm bell that completely reorders your
reality. TRUTH GIVES OPENING TO THE EYES
AND EARS AND UNDERSTANDING UNTO THE
MIND. The Plan is unfolding around you on every
part of the globe.
Do not blame God—this is not God’s Plan for his
creations—this is the plan of Satan in its vilest format.
It is God’s plan that you come back into Truth and
balance with Him to see this planet through her
rebirthing. IT WAS NEVER INTENDED THAT
SATAN WIN IN THE ULTIMATE GAME—SO BE
IT!
After you have read this JOURNAL and some of
the backup documents which will confirm every
statement, you will wonder what you can DO! Well,
there most certainly are things that you can do—you
can refuse to allow it go further.
There is tremendous power, solace and victory in
refusing to be further deceived. Each of you must go
within and look at that which YOU are—the talents
which you have—and begin to take action. Do
something positive if it only is to speak out and get the
word scattered to the four corners of your world—it
is only through Truth that there is hope.
Support ones such as John Stockwell, former
Director of Operations in the CIA who speaks daily of
how it is for his soul could bear no more of the lies.
There are many now who dare and face the killers
every day of their lives to bring you forth the Truth
before it is too late. This one man has several
publications—demand that your bookstores get these
reference books and get them to the public.
Knowledge is your sword.
If you know ones such as Ted Turner—INSIST
HE STUDY ALL THIS MATERIAL—NOW! IF
YOU DON’T KNOW HIM, SEND HIM THE
JOURNALS ANYWAY. Try the ones on the TBN,
Paul Crouch, and bombard him with the
JOURNALS—THESE ARE THE ONES WITH
THE INDEPENDENT NETWORKS WHO CAN
ACTUALLY DO SOMETHING. Try C-SPAN—
TRY ANYONE YOU KNOW OR CAN THINK
OF—YOU DO NOT NEED TO KNOW THEM.
OBERLI, PLACE ADDRESSES FOR THESE ONES
AT THE BOTTOM OF THIS FOREWORD,
PLEASE. SEND COPIES TO ROBERT REDFORD
(he just got an award for his ecological works), PAUL
NEWMAN,
MARTIN
SHEEN,
KRIS
KRISTOPHERSON, STEVEN SPIELBERG, RON
HOWARD, “MR. SPOCK”, “STAR TREK” (I
CANNOT NAME THEM ALL SO BE CREATIVE;
DENNIS WEAVER, JOHN DENVER AT
WINDSTAR PROJECT—BARRAGE THEM AND
DEMAND ACTION FROM THEM—YOU ARE
THEIR PUBLIC—DEMAND THEY RESPOND!
Write the publisher, Phoenix Source Publishers,
Inc., for they risk more than you can imagine on your
behalf. Write the scribes and editors and printers of
these JOURNALS through the publisher that they can
realize they are reaching through. It is a most fearful
and lonely journey indeed—and ask again, within self:
“What can I do?” and do it!
THERE ARE SOME NAMES IN THIS
JOURNAL WHICH, OF NECESSITY, ARE
PSEUDONYMS—I.E., VIKTOR SUVOROV,
Viktor; HE IS UNDER SENTENCE OF DEATH
FOR HIS DEFECTION. YOU MUST PROTECT

YOUR BROTHERS!
Will it be the birth cry of the Phoenix that shall be
heard throughout your lands—or is it the death rattle
of freedom? It is ultimately your choice and you have
less than ten years to regain your control for the
World Order has rewritten your Constitution, are
selling your country by “Treaties” and “Executive
Orders” and you sleep on while your children die in
the conjured up wars and escapades set up as
distractors to gain more control. GET SICK, GET
ANGRY AND GET BUSY!
You must get your Truth in order. You must get
your survival shelters in place and stocked. Only
YOU can stop being a person of the lie—only YOU!
GOD WILL MOST SURELY HELP THOSE
WILLING TO HELP THEMSELVES—AND
“ASK”—YE MUST ASK!
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
dharma
12/11/89—#1 (3-117)
MON., DEC. 11, 1989 8:30 A.M. YR 3, DAY 117
Tehachapi, California
CHAPTER 1
The third virtue that escapes your memory is that
in which you excel, chela—wowacintanka—fortitude!
You have just forgotten. These things must be told and
put unto the press that my people can be in the
remembering. I am Grandfather Aton; to speak to
you.
Your mind shall be kept veiled in your
consciousness for man is not yet ready to hear it all
and man’s tongue is attached so solidly to his
consciousness that it spills over as prompted by his ego.
Ye shall simply clear of all dark clowns from your
space and write that which we bring to you just as you
have been doing these months past. If my words bring
embarrassment or a swish of guilt upon ones who are
in the receiving then it is time that they pay attention.
No thing more and no thing less. You walk the road
of light and the messages are not always for you to
decipher—much the less for you to project in your
interpretation. You shall be given to understand the
difference. You shall seek wisdom, which is the first
virtue, first in all things and the rest shall be added in
properness. You shall persist in woohitika, which is
bravery, for you know the best and the worst and from
the worst shall rise the best. You shall also continue
to put my Truth to the pages lest you fail your last
test, that of wacantognaka—generosity. As Truth is
given forth and ones who receive clutch it and hide it
in the darkness—or sell it for earthly worth greed or
putrid ego satisfaction, the virtue of generosity is lost,
for unless you give it forth you cannot receive of the
abundance back into the beingness which is truly you
within. Wisdom comes from the errors committed and
not repeated. So be it.
With wisdom comes the knowledge that all things
are binded together by the strands of each bound
together as the cohesive whole. Wisdom is the
recognition and reverence (not worship) of the seen
and the unseen, the known and the unknown working
together and interacting in such a way as to bring
balance unto that which is The Creation of that One
from which you come. But simply to be in the
knowing does not bring wholeness for unless there is
the act of generosity and sharing—action—the fourth
virtue is failed.
Heed well the remindings of the ancient teachers
who have willingly come forth again to point the
directions. Two thousand years past in the traditions
of those you label today, the Hopi, came a warning
which men ignore and yet has been repeated again and
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again from your great wise-men—sages: “When you
see a ‘gourd of ashes’ in the sky you will know that
the Great Purification is at hand.” Whether you wish
to realize it or not makes no difference whatsoever.
And, two thousand years ago the Truth was again
brought by one who represented Truth and you were
again told, “There will be wars and rumors of wars,
earthquakes, famines, pestilence... men fainting with
fear and with foreboding of what is coming on the
world, for the powers of the heavens will be shaken.”
You have been told before that Ages of Newness
would be filled with chemical pollution. You have been
told that there would come severe floods upon the
lands and severe droughts; volcanoes will erupt and
you will be plagued by earthquakes, massive erosion
and vast inundations. There will be great and drastic
activities—earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, bizarre
weather patterns and these will especially be prevalent
in what you call the “Ring of Fire” stretching from the
south of the Sea of Peace and Japan to the Western
mountain chains of North and South America.
Ah yes, chela, ’tis not only in your placement for
it shall engulf the totality of the Earth-Mother. But you
are given that which is in your realm of attention and
existence. You shall be given those things about your
world so that they can be integrated for all peoples—
there are others who shall be given those insights.
There is no point in focusing upon these “things”—
they are but the cleansing and the renewal and the
casting off of the old—they are but the clues to the
timing sequence that man can understand his slothful
ways and quicken his attention. As Little Crow
suggests—quit looking into the reflection glass for that
is NOT who you are—look within to the Truth of self
and see who you might be hiding within that
cumbersome machinery. ’Tis the journey within that
is ultimate—not the reflection from a looking glass for
the glass stops your vision just beyond your nose and
vision must flow throughout infinity—beyond man’s
puny limits. There is only brotherhood within the
vision quest of ones who come from the thunder
peoples and the sky brothers. These ones were
labeled the “Bird Tribes” for when they were labeled
thusly—only birds flew within the consciousness of
experience.
Oh yes, chela, I can explain these things unto you
and I shall do so in many ways, through carefully
chosen receivers and transmitters that they can be
written in a way in which each individual entity can be
made to understand.
You must place into perspective that which has
occurred upon your globe of manifested experience.
You watch man unearth another man from apparently
another time, a skeleton, a bowl of primitive clay
fragments, pieces of stone and sharp glass-like flint
tools. You look and you marvel at the findings while
you over-look the grandest discoveries of the cycles of
time.
These places are unearthed because they
represent the “beginning”, not the “ending”. When the
old continents are again thrust up from the eons of
cleansing under the seas, life shall need begin again—
and man always insists on starting over. His
destructive and evil nature comes forth and destroys
and the Mother is forced to again cleanse so she rolls
over in her bed and washes away that which is evil
and without purity and that which is man created is lost
again into its elemental forms but that which was
remaining of the elemental species is left for the next
generation of “modern man” to find and exploit. For
man must always come into the truth of it—there is
nothing more and nothing less. All he can gather are
his experiences and his growth in recognition of the
vast infinity of the creation where he exists forever.
As the old comes forth all that is brought back is the
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basic beginnings of what appears to be life. A few
fragments of geographical locations are always left to
remain that there might be continuation of a species.
Man was always man—man was never a fish nor an
ape—man was always man. It is always the ones of
the ancients who remain with the Earth Mother to
nurture and hold to the old that again a civilization of
human might be rebirthed and given opportunity to
experience and grow through his virtues and repeat or
renew; it is his choice, always.
The “livingness” of the Mother is brought into her
radiance and those with her which have come into
Truth. Those who must be taught in the lower grades
are placed appropriately that they can continue in their
lessons. When a planet “closes” its magnificent and
ultimate cycle new lands raise from the ocean and,
without the waters, the living plants and animal species
perish or in some instances, adapt. However as the
old is brought for cleansing beneath the waters of the
great seas, that which man has corrupted poisons the
remaining oceans and the new oceans beneath which
the pollution lies sunken. Some survive for it is
intended to be that way. If the ending of a planet or
life base is truly annihilated, it becomes a massive
asteroid belt and/or an encapsulated energy form to be
re-molded into whatever the creator so “thinks”—it
matters not to you for you will have lost your
“consciousness” and would again be without
knowingness.
Again the ancient “teachers” from the universal
realms are there to begin the lessons again—the first
to come, the last to go—only relieved by brief periods
of “lift-off” to insure re-commence of the mighty
cycle. You ones in this consciousness are in the final
fragments of the mighty cycle before and while the old
passes and the new begins. ’Tis a wondrous gift
indeed to be the selected few for the false betrayers
stand to the left and right and all about you to push
you from your path. I am the mother hen for all of
you, my little fledglings who cling unto my feathers, for
I know the path and I hold the lamp to light the way.
You need no rituals to reach out and take mine hand
for you have never been disconnected from me. To
renew the bond is but a thought—to sever is also but
a thought and even then I shall not leave of thee as
you are allowed your lessons.
AGE OF CHAOS
You, as man, are in the Age of Kali—the Age of
Chaos.
Your wondrous Earth stands assaulted in this age
of Kali, the helpmate of evil. Forsaken are the virtues;
there is no truthfulness, self-discipline, purity of body
and mind, and compassion, nor is there liberality. The
people are wretched and engaged only in filling their
bellies, which are swollen and distorted in the lands of
the famines. Those in the lands of plenty are engaged
only in puny, greedy gluttony and indulgence of self.
’Tis grand and wondrous to use and hold and share the
abundance of the Creation/Creator but ’tis sad to see
the intent of greed and self-orientation.
Those who pose as saints are constantly engaged
in preaching false doctrines. Those who have
apparently renounced the world are rich in worldly
possessions, and have become united in families and
procreate for the pleasure of the act and not for the
new life-form created. There are few remaining true
bonds between husband and wife and one sheds
himself of the other at a moment’s whim, leaving the
children to grow among the weeds of wreckage. All
spiritual discipline stands consumed by the wildfire.
The teachers sell their knowledge of the sacred Truth
and men and women turn unto prostitution of selves to
hold their unholy treasures.

The path of righteous discipline and Union with
God have all but vanished from the face of your Earth
in the wash of chaos. In this age the righteous men
remain dejected and the unrighteous feel overjoyed
indeed.
The learned spiritual leaders bless and indulge in
sexual commerce with their wives and partners like
buffaloes who know not other. They become expert
in all manner of methods of procreating and are not at
all clever in achieving freedom, liberation, fulfillment
and self-discipline. The substance of life has
disappeared everywhere.
Day following day, righteousness, veracity, purity,
forgiveness, compassion, length of life, bodily strength
and keenness of memory will spiral into decline—the
four virtues will be all but forgotten except for the few.
Wealth alone will represent the measuring scale and
will be the criterion of pedigree, morality and merit.
What is chosen by those of wealth shall be “voted”
into acceptance by the whole. It has already
happened.
Brute force and power will be the only factor
determining righteousness and fairness... trickery alone
will be the motive force in business dealings.
Capability of affording sexual delight will be the only
criterion of masculine or feminine excellence—both
will torment and destroy their very vehicles of body to
achieve that false security of physical beauty for
sexuality to draw the helpless moth to the destructive
flame of destruction.
Justice will have every chance of being debased
in moral basis because of one’s inability to gratify
those administering it. Want of riches will be the sole
test of impiety and hypocrisy will be the only
touchstone of goodness—digression from accepted
traditions of moral ethics shall be the accepted sign of
outward “beauty”.
Skill will consist in supporting one’s family and self
for self-gratification and facade; virtuous deeds will be
performed only with the object of gaining fame and ego
satisfaction; and when in this way the terrestrial globe
will be overrun by wicked and evil people, the person
who would prove to be the most powerful amongst all
will become the ruler thereof.
Robbed of their wealth (for it is already
happening) and their women by greedy and merciless
politicians and soldiers, behaving like robbers, people
will resort to mountains and forests and subsist on
leaves, roots, meat, honey, fruits, flowers and seeds.
Already oppressed by famine and heavy taxation,
people will perish through drought, excessive cold,
storms, scorching sunshine, heavy rain, snowfall and
mutual conflict. In this Age of Kali men will be
tormented by hunger and thirst, plagues, ailments and
mental worry without bounds.
When through the evil effects of this chaos the
bodies of mankind get reduced in size and emaciated,
the righteous course chalked out by the true scriptures
as brought in spiritual guidance gets lost when religion
is replaced by heresy to a large extent and rulers
mostly turn out to be thieves, when men take to
various pursuits like theft, dishonesty, wanton
destruction of life and so on; annual plants get stunted
in growth and trees are mostly reduced in size to that
of a small tree and dwellings will become desolate for
want of hospitality, love and trust.
In the Age of Chaos, a quarter alone of the four
feet of “dharma” (righteousness, divine law or virtue)
remains. Nay, due to the feet of unrighteousness
gaining ground that, too, steadily declines and ultimately
disappears altogether. People in the Age of Chaos
turn out to be greedy, immoral and merciless, enter into
hostility without cause and are unlucky and extremely
covetous.
When duplicity, mendacity, drowsiness, excessive
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sleep, violence, dejection, grief, infatuation, fear and
wretchedness prevail, that is recognized as the Age of
Kali, characterized by the predominance of sloth,
impurity and indolence as a result of which people
become dull-witted, unable to judge things in their
proper perspective, and are voracious, lascivious and
destitute. ’Tis not just the male who will fall prey, for
the female, too, will turn out to be extravagant, selfindulgent and unchaste. Countries are infested with
robbers, the spiritual bringers of Truth stand
condemned by heretics; rulers exploit the people; and
the priests remain devoted to the gratification of sexual
desires, acquisition of wealth, ego strutting and intent
on gluttony and self-indulgence.
Householders will need take to begging and lowminded traders will carry on business transactions and
practice fraud. Even when they are not in distress
people will favor pursuits which are condemned.
Employees will leave their employers when reduced to
penury, though superior in every other respect; and
employers, too, will discharge their employee when
incapacitated for service through ailment, etc., even
though his whole family may have served the employer
for generations.
Those who have no true spiritual knowledge will
occupy high seats and preach “religion”. Oppressed
by famine and heavy taxation, land being divested of
food grains, and stricken with fear of droughts, people
in the age of chaos will ever remain perturbed in mind.
Destitute of clothes and ornaments, nay even food and
drink, bed and sexual enjoyment, they will go even
without a bath and put on the appearance of a madman. Quarrelling even for a very small sum of money,
having cast all goodwill to the winds, people in the time
of chaos will kill even their own people and part with
their own dear life. Mean-minded fellows will concern
themselves only with the gratification of their lust and
satisfaction of their hunger and fail to maintain even
their aged parents and elders while parents will disown
their children, though clever in all matters. With their
mind perverted by heretics, mortals will mostly stop
giving reverence to an immortal Lord, the once highest
object of adoration for the whole universe—in this way
when the Age of Chaos, whose career is so severe to
the people, is well-nigh past, the Lord will appear in
His divine form consisting of purity alone, for the
protection of virtue.
So be it and heed well my words for it will come
to pass in your time upon this place—you are dwelling
in the beginnings of the final Age of Kali (Chaos)!
ANOTHER VIEW
FROM THE MOUNTAIN
And he spoke unto the people who would listen
unto the words of truth but few listened nor heeded his
speech.
“Take heed that no one leads you astray. Many
will come in my name, saying ‘I am he’, and will lead
many astray. And you will hear of wars and rumors
of wars, do not be alarmed; for these must take place,
but the end is not yet. For nation will rise against
nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and there will be
famine and earthquakes and pestilences in various
places; and there will be terrors and great signs from
heaven.
“But before all this and all during it they will lay
their hands on you and persecute you, and put you to
death for my name’s sake. And then many will fall
away, and betray one another and hate one another.
You will be delivered up even by parents and brothers
and kinsmen and friends. This will be a time for you
to bear testimony and the Word must first be taught
to all nations. And many false prophets will arise and
lead many astray. And because wickedness is
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multiplied, most men’s love will grow cold. But he
who endures to the end will be saved.
“But when you see the desolating sacrilege set up
where it ought not to be, then . . . flee to the mountains
. . . for these are days of vengeance, to fulfill all that
is written, alas for those who are with child and for
those who give suck in those days! For great distress
shall be upon the Earth . . . there will be such
tribulation as has not been from the beginning of the
creation which God created until now, and never will
be. And if the Lord had not shortened the days, no
living thing would be saved; but for the sake of the
elect those days will be shortened . . . For false Christs
and false prophets will arise and show signs and
wonders, to lead astray, if possible, even the elect . .
. do not believe them. For as the lightning comes from
the east and shines as far as the west, so will be the
coming of the Son of Man.
“And there will be signs in the Sun and Moon and
stars, the Sun will be darkened, and the Moon will not
give its light, and the stars will be falling from heaven,
and upon the Earth distress of nations in perplexity at
the roaring of the sea and the waves, men fainting
with fear and with foreboding of what is coming on
the world; for the powers of the heavens shall be
shaken. And then they will see the sign of the Son of
Man in heaven, and then all the tribes of the Earth will
mourn, and they will see the Son of Man coming in a
cloud with power and great glory. And he will send
out the angels, and gather his elect from the four
winds, from the ends of the Earth to the ends of
heaven.
“Now when these things begin to take place, look
up and raise your heads, because your redemption is
drawing near . . . when you see these things taking
place, you know that the kingdom of God is near.
Truly, I say to you, this generation which sees these
signs will not pass away ’til all has taken place.
Heaven and Earth will pass away, but my words shall
not pass away.
“But take heed to yourselves lest your hearts be
weighed down with dissipation and drunkenness and
cares of this life, and that day comes upon you
suddenly like a snare; for it will come upon all who
dwell upon the face of the whole Earth. But watch
at all times, praying that you may have strength to
escape all these things that will take place, and to stand
before the Son of Man.
“As were the days of Noah, so will be the coming
of the Son of Man. For as in those days before the
flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and
giving in marriage, until the day when Noah entered the
ark, and they did not know until the flood came and
swept them all away, so will be the coming of the Son
of Man . . . Watch, therefore, for you do not know on
what day your Lord is coming for the Son of Man is
coming at an hour you do not expect.”
Dharma, we are going to look at these
prophecies very carefully that man might have his
perspective focused on the truth of it. It is only in
the eating that the pudding can be tested—we are
going to sample the pudding and see if the cooking
is perfected.
You will go now, little sparrow, for we still have
great work to do before you can take of thy time
in vacation and recreation. ’Tis for this you have
come, Dharma—you and my beloved and faithful
company of daring bringers of light and Truth unto
mankind. Yes, you shall be given the strength and
persistence of the fourth virtue, Wowacintanka—
fortitude, little chelas, for it is your mission. So be
it and I hold you close within my wings of sunlight
for I AM!
ATON
dharma
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RP Current Events And
Amazing Optical Illusion
7/26/04—#1 (17-345)
MON., JUL. 26, 2004 9:06 A.M. YR 17, DAY 345
Manila, Philippines
RE: CURRENT EVENTS: STATUS OF
QUESTIONABLE U.S. CITIZENS IN PHILIPPINES;
STATE OF THE NATION (PHILS) TODAY;
BUILDINGS FALLING “OVER” THEN “DOWN”;
MAYON VOLCANO ON SPEW SPREE;
MONSOONS, TYPHOONS AND OTHER “OONS”.
DORIS IS NOT “DOVE OF ONENESS” OR HAS
ANYTHING TO DO WITH NASTY NASRA—DJE
EXPLANATION NOTICE: DJE—I will cover
some topics very briefly that will be fleshed out in the
paper with source documents to protect our assets and
still get you the “current” news as being presented and
which DOES very definitely have impact on our
geophysical location, our very personal beings and
possible limitations BUT better opportunities (the worse
things get here the more important our program
becomes to the entire population of Southeast Asia—
and jolly well could be most important to the United
States of America and her allies). It is called
“ROCKS AND HARD PLACES” in which this little
misfit President of the Philippines finds herself today—
at odds with the political hierarchy of the U.S. but
working directly for the, obviously, banksters, et al.,
trying to get George Bush buried BEFORE he can do
much more insane “coalition of the willing”. This is
also now recognized as a kind-of program to recognize
the power of Israel and SEE before the world the
involvement of the Israeli Intelligence into every
terrorist activity taking place EVERYWHERE. (This
is NOT “Jewish”; it is the “big confrontation” in all
aspects of the thought-action manipulation.)
The notice part, however, is to give you a bit of
prior input for it will be noted, please, that we may well
be delayed in the next edition of the paper due to
inability of our “hands on” producers of the paper
being perhaps out of the loop. [Once again,
“somehow”, this issue will meet the publishing deadline
and there is no need to skip an issue.] This writing can
be published next edition anyway as lead-in comments
so that readers can have some notion about why the
articles are being published. Thank you. DJE
IMELDA MARCOS
I make this first notation simply to offer
information as there is a “first banned” and “then
released” movie about Imelda Marcos in which Imelda
is a large part of the “interview” regarding the
“documentary” in point. The picture did get first
awards for Cinematography at SUNDANCE and it is
a new release so must mean something. [Ferne
Pearlstein’s movie about Imelda is titled Steel
Butterfly.]
Historically it is pretty good as a timeline type of
documentary and certainly, having personally seen
Imelda quite recently, is CURRENT. I would guess
that she would fit into a slot of “strange” but nothing
has been done FOR THE PHILIPPINES since the
demise of Ferdinand and Imelda’s incredible calling to

“beauty” and “self-beautification”—(her words).
You can, in addition, see Gerry Spence with her
in New York along with an eye-opening view of the
interconnections and absolute manipulation BY the
United States.
There is no mention of gold, Yamashita or
otherwise, so don’t expect insight into other than
graft and corruption accusations—but LOTS AND
LOTS of “money” around.
It certainly is, to us anyway, worth taking a couple
of hours to go eat popcorn and enjoy a little trip
through “Amazingland”.
That is enough of that particular topic.
FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
We will have to overlook that topic for the day
because we haven’t heard back from our Trustee
people. We did hear through another party that the
President of our Board wants a meeting Friday
evening because he can’t seem to find anything “to
do” even after being specifically informed—by the
Board. It is worse than teeth-pulling! Moreover, this
particular person did NOT come to the last two
meetings and we are getting less willing to be host to
such manipulation. We need to turn our attention to
Papua New Guinea (again) for the crunch of the
moment.
STATE OF THIS NATION
This afternoon presents the President’s State of
the Nation Address (SONA) and that will be
something out of “Wonderland”. She has a 10-point
program she CAN’T in any way perform while the
entire police department and armed forces are under
full RED alert for the nation as a whole, especially in
Manila where it takes place, and Cebu whereat “the
Lady” is planning to build another Capitol. She is
already dubbed the “President of Cebu”—a very long
way from Manila and the Congress. It is a very long
way and is being subsidized by the PAGCOR
(Gambling, Casino and Gaming). Subtle? Not very!
Poe and Legarda (losing candidates for president
and v.p.) have filed charges with the Supreme Court
to set aside the “proclamation” of “win” by Arroyo
and for a full count of BALLOTS. Gee, and how is
your decade?
The mess set forth in her actions regarding getting
Angelo de la Cruz out of Iraq and a withdrawal by
one month early of 51 “troops” is about to blow the top
off the simmering pot here and in the U.S. It certainly
DID get attention; the U.S. Ambassador Ricciardone
was RECALLED IMMEDIATELY and there have
been objection speeches by Rumsfeld and Powell
AMONG OTHER MUCKIES.
Where we can’t “overlook” implications is in the
fact that it is NOW being published that the U.S. will
BAN U.S. citizens from coming to the Philippines. It
is in no way official but the warnings have been up
against travel here for years so perhaps nobody paid
enough attention. What do we think?
Next month, no later, we have to make that
“annual” trip out of country to again qualify for visa
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extensions here in the Philippines. The problem, if
any, comes in trying to get back into here from
“anywhere there”. But since we have a long history
and are qualified as journalists we believe we can
come back since it won’t be directly FROM the U.S.
We have to have exit tickets ANYWAY (as part of
visa regulations) and since we have a “record” now
well established it is understood that we would have all
of our personal “things” to gather, ship and/or attend,
along with a signed lease for six months as required
so our personal “suspicion” is that it will be blown over
by travel time. We can’t do a thing about it except
let it unfold, not panic or get hives and keep right on
working.
IS IT SAFE HERE?
NO!—THE BUILDINGS ARE FALLING DOWN
I only wish I knew how to get pictures to you to
experience the overall incredible things that happen
here. We are asked about this so will speak of it here,
as to logistics and “fall down laughing”—unless you
are “in” or “under” the building falling down.
I cannot get over this episode of “living
dangerously”.
Just a little distance from us a nine-story (plus
shopping floor ground level) FELL OVER. The tale
goes internationally that it “collapsed”. No, it FELL
OVER.
We note that surely something collapsed at one
side of “ground level zero” but nothing else collapsed
until it HIT THE BUILDING ACROSS THE
STREET “INTERSECTION”.
This building is in the “Divisoria” which means
THE market area of Metro Manila but where
overhead octopus poles and wires are bundled like
disasters waiting to happen lining the streets on all
sides. THE BUILDING IS LESS THAN FIVE
YEARS OLD.
People in the building sensed there was some
“leaning” happening for a few days but obviously
nothing even notable. Then at around 10:00 a.m.
Friday there was some snap, crackling and a bit of
popping and the building “sort-of” shifted as sidewalks
cracked and the structured “tilted”.
Not to be rushed but with some attention to
possible imminent danger of “something” happening the
building itself was evacuated. When studying the
circumstances it was evident that domino effect would
take out parts of other structures and those
immediately in the hit zone were also emptied.
Then around 4:00 or 4:30 p.m. the building simply
fell over. It took out the power lines which could have
burned down Manila for they were still “alive” and you
could watch them blow along with their transformers
all along the way.
EJ and I about did a run under the couch as we
surmised that those gold treasure hunters had dug so
much of the ground under the building that it simply
toppled into the hole. It is obvious that this is NOT
FUNNY but is so “Philippines”! I went further and
said, “there goes the Gilarmi” until I realized that the
Gilarmi had stood through major earthquakes with us
in it through one of them. This building is built by, we
think, the same builders and also has stood the same
pressures so we took a deep breath, shook our heads
and counted our blessing for being hooked up to a
different power grid.
Can it get more interesting? Oh indeed it can!
We note that the Philippine humor never fades. It
is such a big global “thing” about this Iraqi hostage, de
la Cruz, in that to become a “hero” all he had to do
was get himself captured and threatened with
beheading. Now the politicians are falling all over
themselves to get photo-ops with him, give him land

with a home and some “rice” land, and on and on. He
and his wife and 8 (eight) children are squatters no
less with no job in sight (as there are no jobs
anywhere here for anyone). The humor, however, is
in that he is now the envy and the “outcast” of his
own squatter neighborhood for “making it big time”.
Moreover, the next joke is that of “and then there are
nine”. Meaning: He will surely “make” one more
while he has nothing to do but wait for the rice to
grow.
I am asking that when we can do so that we
run some information on Dove of Oneness and
NESARA and a current petition from Bellringer,
which is “referencing NESARA”. [Bellringer’s
NESARA reference is appended to this writing with
a separate heading, “A CALL FOR HELP FROM
FOURWINDS” on page 8. Also, see “Dove
Droppings...”, beginning on page 11.] This is to give
you readers some idea of the absurdities to which we
are exposed, accused of participation, etc.,
CONSTANTLY. We all KNOW that VK Durham,
around Christmas year-before-last, DID STATE IN
TWO WRITINGS ON RUMOR MILLS READING
ROOM THAT SHE WAS “NESRA”. She even
misspelled her own “initials” reference but made it
quite clear it was THE program in point of NESARA.
Earlier than that, out of the blue, in a notice she
(VK) denied any participation in that thing called
“Omega” and which we now know was such a scam
as to send the man, Mr. Hood I believe, to prison.
Bellringer, however, touted it (Omega) AND
referenced both Dove, NESARA and VK AS
BACKERS, ETC.
VK has RECENTLY again accused we Ekkers,
specifically Doris, of being all the absurd entities she
can drag up from any sewer along with
misrepresenting everything and anything we stand for.
She has gone further now and for about a year has
accused us of even gaining a Seat on the Philippines
Stock Exchange.
We laughed about that one even a bit more than
the others for “we have no stock” and our only
association is with an “alliance” and a “foundation”,
NEITHER OF WHICH CAN BE LISTED ON
“ANY” STOCK EXCHANGE ANYWHERE ON
THE PLANET.
VK continues to demand as to why Ekkers
haven’t been imprisoned and speculates it is through
treasonous conspiracies. Sorry to remind everyone
that ALL OF OUR DOCUMENTS ARE TRULY,
“REALLY” REGISTERED IN ALL RESPECTS
AND ANYONE CURIOUS ENOUGH TO CHECK
CAN FIND EVERYTHING OPENLY AVAILABLE
AND ACCESSABLE.
As nearly as we can conclude from information
now presented from more local “Dove” watchers, she
is SHAINI GOODWIN of Shelton, Washington.
We were further informed that she was really irritated
to be called Doris Ekker. Well, ME TOO!
And now perhaps you can see why our Teacher’s
guidance has not gone for web-sites, Internet BS, and/
or some “claim to fame” of any outrageous kind. We
never had any kind of organized anything, for if anyone
wished to visit us, they were welcome to come freely
and we supplied the treats and coffee.
Dove’s site, and she as “head” of same, are called
“cybercult”. Gee, have we ever come a long way.
She gets away with some of this by finally doing
something a bit shrewd in that there is someone
named “BARNARD” who actually was the original
author of the NESARA bill. Dove came along and
said his website was a sham. Oh well, he never said
anything about being anything worth following because
it was NEVER more than snubbed by anyone.
BARNARD called his “NESARA” National
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Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act. Dovy
took the same “NESARA” but changed it to National
Economic Security and Reformation Act. I hope all
of you will look up VK’s rendition of this game along
with Rue Mills (Rayelan Russbacher) and other
fraudulent non-thinkers such as Bellringer, Spectrum
“brains” and even some “Psychic” called Barbara
Hartwell. Then Sheldon Nidle got on the NESARA
bandwagon but may have also “gotten off” by now. It
was a bit of stretching to expect that “something for
nothing” abundance out of something so “nere-dowell”. Sheldon still proclaims that the bad guys are
“finished” and “first contact” is imminent—and who
are we to argue? He claims his information comes
from the Galactic Federation and thus, again, who are
we to argue. We have our job and purpose and have
no right to infringe or assume anything for “another”—
BUT NEITHER DOES ANYONE HAVE A RIGHT
TO ASSUME OR PRESUME UPON US!
I know that we get bashed for not simply
expressing “revelation” but you know what? I believe
that there is no new “revelation” to be had as in
“prophecy and expectation”. All, at most, that we
have is speculation and “passer guessers”. Please
note that we should have been in “THE END” on
several recent dates and NOTHING of note happened
anywhere. I think we should work for the “eternal”
change to our best ability and then we are not so
“disappointed” when our demise did not happen as
prescribed. It appears we have enough with which to
deal and I can give you a fine example of that
statement.
We have, and I can’t suggest strongly enough that
you get any Journals referencing the TRILLION
DOLLAR LIE, which offers information already public
about the numbers and methods of deaded “Jews” in
the so-named “Holocaust” of German referenced
geographical location. Many of those Phoenix
Journals are yet available but you will have to check
on it as to specific titles. I would guess that this one
is in stock. [The Phoenix Journals can be ordered
from Phoenix Source Distributors, 1-800-800-5565.
Canadians may also order from Phoenix Source
Canada, Inc., 1-250-248-5591. Journal write-ups can
be viewed at www.PhoenixSourceCanada.com.]
WE
HAVE
NEVER
“DENIED”
A
HOLOCAUST—EVEN OF JEWS BY THE NAZIS,
BUT, DATA SHOW THAT THE NUMBERS
PRESENTED CANNOT BE ACCURATE IN ANY
WAY, SHAPE OR FORM.
A couple or three years ago, in fact, the numbers
were changed from 6-million Jews slain to 7-1/2
million. When that didn’t fly AT ALL, it was reduced
by 500,000 and finally back to the established “6million”. I DON’T KNOW HOW MANY PEOPLE
DIED BUT I DO KNOW THAT, IN FACT, THERE
WERE NOT 6 MILLION JEWS IN THE AREA OF
FOCUS AT THAT TIME IN HISTORY. So be it.
I repeat, we do not DENY THE HOLOCAUST
or any holocaust but we have presented published data
regarding the topic and once—since we have been in
Manila so probably published in the paper in or around
1999—as an update through updated information
established since we first wrote on the topic.
We are not under siege over that information for
that already took place. When we first published
Holocaust information THE PAPERS WERE
STOPPED AS HATE LITERATURE AT THE
CANADIAN BORDER. Everything was later
RELEASED because there was NO EVIDENCE OF
INTENTIONAL DENIAL OR HATE INVOLVED.
It is equally important that you often refresh your
minds about the Zionist Protocols because they have
been brought manifest in almost every instance.
Funny thing about that Canadian border: WE
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ALSO HAD OUR SILVER COLLOID STOPPED
AT THE BORDER ONLY TO BE TESTED AND
FOUND TO BE A BETTER QUALITY THAN
REQUIRED AND PASSED THROUGH WITH
FLYING COLORS. Ah but, our own people turned
in Diane through New Gaia for a labeling non-update
and the lawyer sold her right out to the Feds and she
dearly paid the price as have you by losing your
products.
We walk a tight-wire over glass shards because
no matter what we do we will have someone who
does us in to best ability be it from bashing
our personnel as being criminals and con
persons to us snitching and hiding wealth to
“keep up our life-style” in Manila. Wrong
information is given forth to the four winds
even as to reference data and we lost
support and persons that have left great
and substantial voids in our hearts but God
didn’t accept that we would only serve
“IF” things would not get worrisome. We
have learned to live with it and shore up
our attention alerts and pay notice to
possibilities.
We received a call from Brazil day
before yesterday and in the conversation,
mostly about Spelt growing, there was a
petition for Gaiandriana and when we
would again offer it. No, certainly not yet
or on any major scale even if “Mad Cow”
gets even madder. Our own people did us
in and so much for that experience
I go through this dissertation to share
what has happened that almost all of you
will have missed.
[QUOTING:]
GLOBAL HOLOCAUST-DENIERS
BILL PASSED IN KNESSET
By Nina Gilbert, The Jerusalem Post, 7/22/04
Legislation that would make Holocaust-denial
committed overseas an offense under Israeli legal
jurisdiction was APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY in
first reading by the Knesset on Tuesday.
The passage of the measure would enable Israel
to demand the extradition of Holocaust-deniers for
prosecution.
The bill was drafted by MK Aryeh Eldad (National
Union) as a move against former Palestinian Authority
prime minister Mahmoud Abbas (Abu Mazen) for his
doctoral dissertation 20 years ago in which he
estimated that the Nazis killed less than a million Jews.
It is likely to serve as a deterrence against
Holocaust-deniers visiting Israel, although the possibility
of countries consenting to extradition on the offense is
unlikely.
The legislation expands the territorial jurisdiction of
the Israeli law against Holocaust-denying outside of its
borders.
[END QUOTING]
JUST WHEN YOU NEED IT———!
(Confirmation flies in on the wings of thought.)
Thank you, John, for just when I needed it the
absolute “most” your “illusion” arrived. I am asking
if EJ can attach it to this writing for I think everyone
would like to have a bit of uplifting realization.
I do have a suggestion, however, and it is in that
you don’t need do more than close your eyes to see
the emerging image after the 30 to 40 seconds of
staring at the center dots. (Instructions are on the
“picture” section.)
Everyone witnessing, either way, will simply
“think” it is a picture of a depiction of “Jesus”. No,
it is NOT! It is “our” very own picture taken in Peru
of SANANDA. It has far more “treasure” in it than

someone’s game of “negative-positive” light imaging.
I don’t know from where this came but certainly
I TREASURE IT.
EJ, please remove John’s “information” so that he
is not bombarded through our “assumption”. We miss
John and Jean tremendously.
What ever happened to some of those “nice guys”
such as Sananda (simply another language use of a
name)?
But this is from an ACTUAL
PHOTOGRAPH of a very manifest PERSON who
came, spent time with Sister Thedra and left as he

came with full instructions that “I shall return,” as
MacArthur would so dramatically say.
Ah but, we miss these teachers. Indeed and
perhaps? When others take over the claims and even
our very work we have no big quarrel. We attended
our references properly and I personally never write
that the PRESENCE is missing.
I would also like to remind you that there were
once available “cards” of “Sananda” through, I guess,
CONTACT. I would further guess that there might
well be some available with the actual “negative”
overlain on the Shroud of Turin. It is quite impressive
for even the hardest of hearts. It helps sometimes to
have some actual “seeing” to remind us of our
believing. We had ordered up a bunch of them
because we planned to announce our success as with
a message to you, our friends. Rick ordered them in
time, I believe, for Christmas in or around 1998. We
were that confident, yes, of getting this job done!
Perhaps that is why it didn’t happen—we needed a
few more lessons!
By the way, this very picture made it to the annals
of LIFE magazine so it is not some “figment” of
outrageous mental illness expressing itself. We put the
story, as well, on the card.
I was accused of becoming and entertaining “dark
energies” even to those with whom we work
constantly and daily. Rick, Norey, Ed Young and
countless others claimed these messengers as their
own after claiming they had LEFT DHARMA. Who
am “I” to argue? Facts speak far louder than claims
or words—OURS ARE STILL HERE—they and
theirs have GONE! What brings pain are the choices
made as each discerns or judges in his individual way.
It is always interesting to note that God never leaves
us nor does He turn away—but we do, at every
opportunity to be tested. I am grateful that we
somehow passed the testing for I cannot tell you how
often in hurtful circumstances I wanted to “drop out”
of this particular school of higher education
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Were there or are there Dark energies to which
Rick, Ed, et al., said we had succumbed? That was
in 1999, for goodness sakes, when THEY STOLE
THE PAPER AND OFFICES THEREOF. Well, yes,
the “Dark siders” always TRY, don’t they? However,
the only dark things right now are the monsoon clouds
waiting to water the gardens down on terra. Being on
the 25th floor I can only watch. It may well also rain
on the SONA parade where thousands of protesters
are expected to reap the water cannons and police
batons for “non-permitted” “being on the street”. Can
holding the castle actually be worth it? But,
do not call this “Martial Law”, friends, for
this is a “FREE and democratic society”
having learned from the New-Knighted
States of America.
I had no idea about U.S. bases around
the globe and specifically those in the
Philippines until YESTERDAY. We
certainly knew of them as in Clark and
Subic but the facts are they were the
LARGEST bases outside the continental
U.S.A. Now, they want replacements and
those need to be back up here in North
Luzon or around these middling parts
because of the use needs. We are skating
on ice-melting waters in the major focus
and hurt of Taiwan being totally absorbed
again by Mainland China—to whom she
belongs in the first place.
The thrust, however, as to “opinions on
the matter” is that it begins to look like the
intelligent part of wisdom is to go with the
neighbors and stop the shoe-licking of the
U.S. by those boot polishers here in power.
I love the way those running for
office shout that they are the “servants of the
people” and when elected they become the
“POWER” controllers. And, moreover, it seems
the people never get the wiser. The real power
brokers decide all events and who gets to be where.
They just label the farce something different and
never change the game.
We are also asked about updates from VK
fantasia land but we have had none since just past
mid-June. Perhaps her newer “enemies” have made
an impact on her “dancing with the devil” games.
They were going right after her aiders-and-abetters as
well.
We aren’t talking here about some
“documents”—that issue is over 13 trillion, 1 and a half
billion DOLLARS. There are some ticked-off and
aggravated players. I suppose that the website
handlers might be a bit intimidated for some very highpowered Mississippi lawyers got in the “cease and
desist” act against her. And no, nobody called us to
even discuss the matter.
I’m through, I suppose, for we could go on and on
and perhaps some of you would actually read on for
a while—but overstaying the welcome is somewhat
unnecessary and somewhat self-serving in time
consumption.
As a sign-off I would just mention that EJ has
been for a few hours meeting (actually renewing) with
a man who is probably in a position to move some
mountains around for us in some way. I can’t get
excited because disappointments often follow the hype.
Will keep you informed if….!
Love to you and may the sun shine upon you—
except in the night of course. There is dark and there
is light and each has its perfect place in the cycles of
life. D
[The following articles are included with the
preceding update by special request. First, in the
“cheaters don’t prosper” category, “Patrick Bellringer”
references NESARA and appeals for financial
assistance. QUOTING:]
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A CALL FOR HELP FROM FOURWINDS
To Our Readership: Can You Help Us?
July 6, 2004
To keep Fourwinds functioning at our present
level requires that our webmaster work seven days a
week at the task. It is not possible to do this work and
hold an outside job to provide survival income, unless
we reduce the services that Fourwinds provides.
Thus far the Fourwinds “family” have been able to
provide for our webmaster’s financial needs. That no
longer is the case. The recent forced relocation of our
webmaster’s home/office has substantially increased
our rent, utility and operational costs.
We are now at the crossroads of choosing to close
down much of the operation at Fourwinds to allow our
webmaster to work a survival job or to ask for outside
financial assistance at this time. Can you help us?
These are hard choices. Know that Fourwinds
will continue to be on-line, but we may need to lower
our level of service. This is one more reason to have
NESARA and our funding now. There is a time for
all things. There is a time to plant and a time to
harvest. There is a time to give and a time to receive.
Fourwinds is now in financial need. Will you help?
Patrick H. Bellringer
[END QUOTING. Next, we read of the
Mossad’s criminal activities in New Zealand “from the
horse’s mouth”. QUOTING from the Israeli
newspaper, Haaretz:]
ISRAELIS IN NEW ZEALAND PASSPORT
AFFAIR TO APPEAL JAIL TERM
G. Alon and Y. Melman, Haaretz, 7/21/04
The two Israelis jailed for six months by a New
Zealand court last week for trying to obtain a passport
by unlawful means have announced that they will
appeal their sentence, Israel Radio reported
Wednesday.
Defense lawyer Grant Illingworth said they had
lodged an appeal Tuesday against the conviction
only, which relates to issues raised during legal
arguments—which remain subject to court
suppression orders.
Earlier Wednesday, a newspaper in New Zealand
said that one of the two men labeled by the Wellington
government as Israeli spies worked for a firm that
designs surveillance systems and listening devices.
The information was contained in a letter from Uri
Kelman’s former employer that was given to the judge
in the Auckland court who sent Kelman to jail, said
the report in the Dominion Post newspaper.
Kelman and another alleged Israeli spy, Eli Cara,
had earlier admitted taking part in a criminal
conspiracy to illegally obtain the passport.
In the letter, Israel-based YTS Systems said
Kelman had worked for the firm in Israel and overseas
between 1999 and 2002.
YTS advertises anti-terrorism and high-tech
surveillance services and says it has designed security
systems for six embassies and for buildings in the
United States, Germany and Africa.
New Zealand Foreign Minister Phil Goff told
Haaretz last Friday that he suspects the passports
that Mossad agents tried to obtain illegally might
have been reserved for an assassination
operation in a third country, which would have
caused irreparable damage to New Zealand.
Goff emphasized that there is no need for Israel
to send its foreign minister or another senior official to
resolve the crisis.
All Israel need do is apologize for the passport
affair, admit responsibility, provide an explanation, and
offer assurance it will not happen again.
Cara, 50, and Kelman, 31, were sentenced

Thursday to six months in jail and fined 50,000 New
Zealand dollars after an Auckland court found them
guilty of seeking to illegally obtain a New Zealand
passport and of belonging to a criminal
organization.
[Ah, the Mossad; defined at last?]
New Zealand’s deputy police commander, John
White, said police are pursuing two other Israelis
suspected of involvement in the affair.
After last Thursday’s verdict, New Zealand Prime
Minister Helen Clark announced that the two had
operated “on behalf of the intelligence services of
Israel”, and proceeded to freeze all high-level contacts
with Israel.
[END QUOTING. Next, former Jordanian
Ambassador Hasan Abu Nimah gives his take on the
Mossad operation in New Zealand. QUOTING:]
HANGING THE BELL ON ISRAEL’S NECK
Hasan Abu Nimah, The Jordan Times, 7/21/04
Israel never fails to surprise the world with its
open contempt for international law and the norms of
international relations. After rejecting the historic
International Court of Justice verdict earlier this month,
Israel is embroiled in a serious dispute with New
Zealand, sparked by two Israeli agents’ attempt to
obtain New Zealand passports through fraud and
deception.
A little history makes it clear just why New
Zealand has reacted with unprecedented vigour to
Israel’s crimes.
In October 1997, two Israeli Mossad agents were
arrested in Amman following a botched attempt to
murder Hamas political leader Khaled Mishal using a
chemical weapon. Mishal’s bodyguards managed to
thwart and chase the Israeli assassins, who were then
arrested by Jordanian security forces.
This act of international gangsterism created a
serious problem between Israel and Jordan which had,
only three years previously, signed a peace treaty
committing themselves, among other things, not to use
violence on each other’s territory. But it also
precipitated a major diplomatic crisis with Canada.
Canadian authorities were furious when they
learned that the Mossad killers were carrying false
Canadian passports. Since Canada is a peace-loving
and law-abiding nation, Canadians are warmly
welcomed anywhere in the Arab world, and Israel
sought to use this respectable cover to carry out
murder. The damage this Israeli action could have
caused to Canada’s reputation, to the well-being of its
citizens traveling around the world and to Canadian
interests in general was of no concern to Israel. As
part of the humiliating fallout of its crime, however,
Israel promised Canada to stop forging or stealing its
passports.
But Canada’s firm response did not induce
Israel to change its ways, but merely to change the
victims of its misdeeds. Switzerland and Cyprus
are two countries that have in recent years foiled
Mossad operations on their territory. This catalogue
of violations against nations with which Israel is
supposedly on good terms caused Haaretz to
comment in the wake of the row with New
Zealand that Israel will increasingly be “labeled a
treacherous country that patronises friendly and far
removed countries”.
In the New Zealand case, two Israelis were
convicted and jailed for attempting to obtain New
Zealand passports by fraud. It is more than likely that
Israel intended—as it did with the Canadian
passports—to use them in the commission of an act of
international terrorism. New Zealand Prime Minister
Helen Clark insists that the two men are Mossad
spies. Last week, New Zealand imposed severe
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diplomatic sanctions on Israel, including canceling a visit
by Israeli President Moshe Katzav, planned for
August, and suspending contacts between foreign
ministry officials. Clark underlined the strength of her
feelings by saying that “the New Zealand government
views the act carried out by the Israeli intelligence
agents as not only utterly unacceptable but also a
breach of New Zealand sovereignty and international
law.”
The significance of this dispute goes far beyond
bilateral relations between Israel and New Zealand,
which may worsen if Israel maintains its defiance or
improve if it does as New Zealand has asked and
apologise. More important than all this is the firmness
with which the government of New Zealand has
handled the matter. It has taken tough action against
Israel and shown that the sky does not fall down.
Even if in any other context New Zealand’s
actions would be considered fairly mild, against Israel
such steps require great courage, because actions
against Israel are often faced by more wrath from
the United States than from Israel itself.
Predictably, some of Israel’s apologists laid false
and vicious charges that Clark’s actions were
motivated by anti-Israel sentiment. The day after the
sanctions were announced, some Jewish gravestones
in New Zealand were allegedly vandalised. The
country has a small but well-established Jewish
community and no history of racist attacks against
Jews. The president of New Zealand Jewish Council
seized on the alleged vandalism, saying: “I think there
is a direct connection between the very strong
expressions against Israel and people here feeling they
can take it out on Jews; it seems to me it is Israel
bashing one day, Jew bashing the next.” But this
familiar tactic of trying to shield Israel from all criticism
by invoking anti-Semitism was totally rejected by Clark
who maintained the focus on the damage that would
be done to New Zealand’s interests if Israel were
allowed to penetrate and abuse its passport system
with impunity.
Israeli indifference towards its relations with other
countries, friends and foes alike, has been the result of
years of being treated as an exception to all the rules
by an intimidated and hypocritical world. Arab
countries, like Libya and Iraq, have experienced strictly
enforced and devastating UN sanctions for daring to
breach Security Council resolutions, and now Sudan is
under threat. And yet, although most countries well
recognise Israel’s lawlessness, none has ever been
willing to take effective action.
So while Israel whines and cries that it is the
eternal “victim” of a biased world, it, in fact, commits
massive crimes against millions of Palestinians every
day, and occupies and colonises the land of its
neighbours, facing, in exchange, nothing but paper
condemnations.
It is time that such flagrant excesses are checked,
and if New Zealand had the courage to call Israel’s
bluff, it is up to the others at the United Nations, the
EU and the countries of the region to follow the
example set by its government. In an Aesop fable, the
mice being terrorised by the house cat meet and decide
that the solution to their problem is to hang a bell
around the cat’s neck so they can hear whenever it
approaches and seek safety. Their jubilation at this
good idea is dampened when a wise old mouse [says]:
“That is a very brilliant idea. Now, who will hang the
bell around the cat’s neck?”
New Zealand is the unlikely “mouse” that had the
courage to step forward, defending not only its own
rights but standing up for international law as well.
The writer is former ambassador and permanent
representative of Jordan at the UN. He contributed
this article to The Jordan Times.
[END QUOTING, END ARTICLE]
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for it was not a “trial”, only mandatory identification
and she obviously was instructed to protect all
“Intelligence” operations and operators from
“elsewhere”, CIA, Mossad, FBI and other lesser
known Oil and Gold “slickers”. We have to
understand that it is well known that there are
shipments of gold OUT OF HERE directly by the
“visiting” persons—EVERY DAY. It is all handled
nicely through the “back doors” and nobody bothers to
check on it. This becomes, however, one more major
arrow in the heart of this administration.
It is therefore good news to have “Hope on the
international push and pull. Was the life of one truck
driver worth it? Well, no, not to the powers in power, way!” because hopelessness is a major option every
but the people here were going to take over the new day here and THERE.
Philippine government. Poor thinking, it is now called.
U.S. DEPORTATION PROCESS
Facts ARE: Headlines yesterday read that there
are over 6,000 Filipinos waiting to move immediately
Is it REALLY coincidental that as the Coalition of
into jobs in Iraq the minute departures are allowed.
They say: “We would rather run the risk in Iraq than the Willing folds here and help from the U.S. fizzles
starve in the Philippines.” Moreover, the going wage into a puddle that the U.S. is DEPORTING BACK
for a Filipino worker in Iraq is, hold your breath: $300 TO THE PHILIPPINES SOME 300,000
PER MONTH out of which to pay the government UNDOCUMENTED FILIPINOS WHO HAVE
(for the privilege of working) is also mandatory. Oh NOW GOTTEN CRIMINAL RECORDS ALONG
WITH BAD PAPERS? Oh indeed, this is REAL as
well.
Readers, please remember that this is just one the first nearly 100 have already arrived here to NO
nation in focus, and a small one at that, as to overseas JOBS, NO PLACE TO STAY and thus and so.
What will 300,000 added bodies with no income do to
workers from da Phils.
OK, moving on to Uncle Bush. It is obvious that this place? Well, the U.S. says it “can’t have
Bush has worse enemies than we can consider against criminals” and illegal trespassers.
The send back policy is spreading and when it gets
ourselves. He is whacking right and left and terrorist
possibilities are not holding the game plan in place. Mr. to Saudi Arabia in full bloom the panic is really going
Cohen [Kohn] (er-ah-a, Kerry) [yep, family changed to hit the button—that big RED one. And, yes indeed,
its name with Grandie] promises change and “hope” it IS coming. The “Diaspora” of the Filipinos is now
far surpassing the dispersion of the Jews from Israel.
but will it arrive in time? In time for what?
Does either player actually impact our purpose or I believe, however, that there is where the major
holdings? We have to suppose that the answer is “not similarities end.
The Philippines is out-of-sorts with all Her Queen’s
really” but oh gosh, the time to work it through is an
imposing cloud on the horizon. One has used the asset places and colonies. Australia just bashed “us” and so
has New Zealand had recent Mossad agents trying for
and the other WANTS TO USE THE ASSET.
Both “parties” avoid us like we have SARS or passports (illegal as to papers and passages) and all
AIDS while the IMF and World Bank just blunder entangled with U.S. “stuff” and terror. [Please refer
around in the mess trying to keep EVERYONE out of to articles on page 8.]
Already the warnings to those citizens from near
the Bangko Sentral for any reason at all—and while
the President borrows now from other “thieves” like or afar have been red-flag alerted. Ah yes, even the
airports here have upped the security for the new wave
the New York IBC.
The U.S. Ambassador has been “recalled” and the of terror-lies of “possible suicide bombers” hitting the
“promised” “things”, including funds, are withdrawn by terminals and planes. The latest technique is through
the U.S.—while, however, U.S. troops are here for swallowing the explosive and is non-detectable.
their annual war games down among the oil, gas and Sometimes it is supposed to be, as in drug smuggling,
deuterium areas. Meanwhile, one of the rebel groups, actually stitched within the body (as in surgical
the MILF, has gotten a nice new SMUGGLED implants). Oh good, we have to go on that annual
shipment of those big guns and grenade-missile terror-trip off shore THIS MONTH right in the middle
launchers. Nobody can seem to figure out where of this NEW threat of renewed SARS alerts and
they came from but there they are being shown off by suicide surgical patients.
To you who still think, as reported by our knowthe shoeless “army”. What can be done with that
mish-mash of horror? I have no idea but the toothless nothings critics, that we live very high over here, IT IS
TRUE. We live on the 25th floor (24th really because
grins of the “peasants” seem to speak volumes.
Moving on to former hostage (nearly deaded as we do not have a 13th floor) in an area where buildings
was her husband Martin) Gracia Burnham. She was less than 5 years old—FALL OVER.
We have furniture that was used when it was
NOT allowed interviews and her testimony was
CLOSED and LOCKED. She was well polished and acquired 30-years ago and we feel totally blessed. The
coached. She was accompanied by so many U.S. bed has several broken support “legs” and is body
Security forces and personnel as to occlude all but one fitting if you have a strangely shaped body, which
or two accidental camera shots of her in passing. serves us well as we have both strange and interesting
This did not, however, deter the “Palace” body shapes. We definitely would look somewhat
administration and the Armed Forces of the Philippines humorous in the native garb of Papua New Guinea
(AFP) from claiming that “Gracia Burnham totally where a thong is the female wear and a penis shield
cleared all accusations of collaboration with is the male dress code. And yet, right here from my
window I can see “Fridays”, Hard Rock, and
kidnappers-military-political interlopers.”
FACTS: Gracia was not allowed to even refer to McDonald’s and NOTHING Filipino. One direction
such matters and when enough of the testimony gives us Marks and Spencer (London) and other
LEAKED after days of press pressure, she had not directions give us Gucci’s and Kentucky Fried. These
even MENTIONED AFP, etc. Now, “they” want all charge more than in the U.S. and how people live
her dragged back to again testify on “hearsay”. In is truly a question of solving the “donkey” problem.
The donkey problem is a bit of a sick observation:
addition, she was here ONLY to identify the suspects

Filipino Overseas Workers
Sent Home By Uncle Sam
8/4/04—#1 (17-354)
WED., AUG. 4, 2004 7:04 A.M. YR 17, DAY 354
Manila, Philippines
RE: THIS WEEK IN THE WORLD FROM
LIMITED VIEWPOINTS. (SAME AS LAST
WEEK JUST MORE AND DIFFERENT
CHAOS.)—DJE
MY MOUSE DIED
This incident points out the value of a mouse—
when an inept computer idiot is at the controls. How
could a mouse quit working in the middle of “order”?
Let me count at least one way: no power, no work.
The computer did not blink but refused to go to
anywhere or do anything. Meanwhile, after wasting
half an hour—TRY THE PLUG-IN. Wow, mouse
now alive and eating words again! All who actually
thought me to be “intelligent life form”; reconsider
now!
There is a lot to report and since this is my circle
of witness I can better dwell on more local, to Manila,
topics. This does not mean a weaning away of U.S.
topics for it (the coalition of willing or unwilling) is the
clash of a Titan and a “mouse” as it affects us, as it
changes from moment to moment with insight and
revelation of facts instead of fancy.
TODAY’S WATCH
Today is considerably more chaotic than last week
at this time but the focus is the same, the players
identical, and the “screw-ups” exponentially increased.
I will just focus on a few items that impact us
greatly as to the work involved and the relationship
with Americans and People of the Queen (London),
i.e., colonies.
[Sherman Skolnick and Lenny Bloom report in an
Internet article titled “Bush Secretly Permits Queen to
Steal U.S. Gold” that the Government Accounting
Office (GAO) wants the Bush Administration to
account for 2,854 metric tonnes of gold that has “gone
missing” since 9/11/01—www.SkolnicksReport.com.]
Not only has Uncle Dub sent the U.S. gold by the
ton to London but shifting of attitudes toward the
Philippines has dumped this place into the sea of
punishment for errant acts of righteousness. It may
well be “games” but dirty political games are afoot and
begging isn’t helping win the day. It is now admitted
and published: “Republic of Philippines no longer a
member of: Coalition of the Willing.”
Friends, this gets more and more interesting to us
because the withdrawal of “humanitarian assets” sent
from the Philippines to Iraq was top-most, count them,
51 “bodies”. They were withdrawn to save Tony de
la Cruz from the swordsman’s whack—ALONG
WITH $6 MILLION $$$! Everybody with me so
far?
It turns out that Malaysia acted as intermediary in
the payoff (where ransom payoff was first denied then
granted as “being real”), while da Phils put up $1
million (on account) [on account of no funds] and
supposedly, Libya put up $5M. This really HELPS
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A man had a donkey that carried his goods to market
from his little farm. He had to go miles and miles to
market and finally he was tapering the food intake of
the donkey because it was expensive to buy hay, etc.
So, punch line? Well, one day the man showed up in
town without his donkey and the old buddies asked
about the absence: “Oh, well, I had just gotten the
damned beast off food when he up and died on me!”
By the way, the rice harvest around these Islands,
especially Luzon, will be only half ration this year
because so much water was diverted to the cities that
there was NO irrigation even to plant the crops.
Moreover, the irrigation system is in total dilapidation
so the farmers will spend the time, with pay promised
but NEVER delivered, to repair systems, dig canals
around fields, shore up paddy-curbs and TRY to get
some of that newly imported cheap rice from
anywhere willing to ship the dregs here.
OVERPOPULATION
Try this one for the day’s interest, as this place
actually now touts a limitation of two children to a
family. In this land where eight is not enough, yet!
But, the facts are real and demanding attention as
now, especially, with a deport return of hundreds of
thousands of citizens—the burden is incredible. The
future is truly dim and daunting and I want to go
HOME!
Facts are getting more obvious that as the U.S.
truly shapes up its own immigration circumstances and
ships out illegals or undocumented, the population gets
smaller in the U.S. and makes more room for
“COMPASSIONATE” SHELTER or the “get this
one”, the Jews suffering under anti-Semitism. May
God have mercy on us ALL!
Even Israel is mad at the U.S. because they need
MORE funds to finish their wall around Palestine and
keep the place secure from terrorists. BILLIONS of
dollars go there annually anyway, in cash, which is
then turned into real money-making projects and tradeprograms—while they could, until the U.S. ran out of
gold, demand that payment in GOLD. The U.S.
citizen could not have it but Israel could and has.
The WALL is no problem for Israel for they have
ample aircraft and long-range arms to shoot over the
wall. Those Palestinian rock-throwing terrorists don’t
have ability to get many rocks over the wall.
It is really time for us to reprint the
PROTOCOLS. They may well be Zionist in origin but
they certainly have been and are the creed of the
New World Order Bankers and Global Bullies.
Moreover, they do EVERYTHING within the LAW.
This certainly does NOT bode well for good Rule of
Law potential evolvement.
GAIA & FOUNDATION
We plug along diligently on both fronts. It is
difficult to evaluate just how much or if anything is
actually happening—our own fellow-Trustees don’t
give us the real circumstances evolving until the last
ten minutes (or afterwards) of a four-hour meeting.
We had a real doozy meeting yesterday where, of
all things, some of the Trustees wanted to restructure
and BRING BACK in a couple of real con artists that
had not been coming to meetings even when they
were “members”. Interesting that now we were to
bring them back into the operational Board because
“The Prince” was doing something in an effort to
“dissolve” the Foundation, and on and on and on.
What the heck, one of the guys is sick, one is OLD
(really), and one is simply STILL “confused”.
One of the ones I will leave unnamed because of
delicadeza (a term used here a lot) is the very one

who misrepresents himself as an attorney and as well
is the one involved in the tale of Ekkers “bought the
Discovery Hotel because they needed a heliport for the
chopper they also bought”. The tale, of course, went
further and into the fact that the hotel was also in
foreclosure so something needed to be done about the
title forthwith and we could do it through the GAIAFDN connection—somehow, someway.
It turns out the poor victims paid a lot of money
to the scammers to get documents supposedly cleared
and all this before anyone thought to check with us.
Now, the brothers want this scammer-dude back into
the Board setting. Suffice it to say that with our
experience with the Wizard of Ida Gove and Dove of
Insanity, we were not happy campers over the matter.
This particular individual also said that his signature
had been forged onto the founding documents at the
incorporation of the Foundation. In the vernacular of
sister Tissey: No, there is no pony in the pile of poop.
This, however, is a no-brainer or in a league with a
VK Durham Trust. No problem until they do
something else equally as foolish. We do not bite on
ANY of it any longer but rejoice in the realization that
as miserable and hard as it is, we have taken no
money, not one centavo, up front and that keeps us
absolutely clean and clear with all parties and agencies
here or back home U.S.A.
But, if mandatory inability runs into us head-on in
the form of the happenstance demise of say, Mr.
Ekker, I could certainly sell our interests and pay off
the debts, or turn it over to the next crew in waiting.
Would there be a buyer? Well, our interests as
accumulated now in the Foundation should be worth
40% of whatever is ultimately reclaimed. The law will
stand along with the court orders because THEY ARE
WRITTEN THAT WAY—but it may well take a
dozen lifetimes to get around to actually doing anything
as we deal constantly with Filipino time-keeping and
priority distractions. We wasted the entire meeting
and finally voted or “shelved” the motion until the next
“regular” meeting a week from Saturday.
It turned out that panic had hit “River City Prince
Kingdom” because somehow there was a “deal” being
made as claimed by da Prince that he had working and
imminent agreement with the President and all her
men.
EJ was interrupted by another group of “business”
people so we just adjourned the meeting, I came
home, and EJ MET. OK, after that meeting the
Foundation group were still outside the hotel smoking
and talking and called EJ over to “give him the real
cause of the new panic”. IT WAS NOTHING. EJ
said he didn’t believe there was any effort to
“dissolve” anything because it was neither legal nor
could anyone afford all those expenses to dissolve or
defend. Oh, it was still panic time while it was
explained all about that “agreement” and save the
nation BS.
EJ noted that yes, we had seen it in the paper (we
shared it with you readers), whereby Arroyo was the
ONLY one who could save the Philippines. It could
not be, for the press conference was a total sham of
the Prince in the first place. It finally came out that
this panic was instigated by the same ex-board
member mentioned above, the purpose of which seems
to be to scare our good board members.
PAPUA NEW GUINEA POTENTIAL
Let us leave the Philippines for a moment and
consider that potential in PNG. It is more fun now
than it was before—gold or no gold in this bank here
in Manila. The PNG program has worked into a
rather mind-rattling drama of the sell-out of the gold
refining facilities—owned by Mr. Rothschild. When
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we recently noted that Rothschilds were getting out of
the gold business we thought there might be more to
it than the hazards of the derivatives. We can hope
that PNG is a sign of better things to come.
We do not know how it goes “today” but it is
moving smartly along, we are told. That, GAIA help,
will allow gold to be kept instead of shipping off to
parts Australia and beyond and the country can set up
its own gold-based system held by our reserves and
once operational can buy more gold for its base from
places such as the Foundation.
Now, to you who believed that somehow Ekkers
could dream up this drama—you have problems
beyond buying bridges and Dove of Oneness Omega
shares.
LITTLE CROW, MY FRIEND
For a couple of months bad news floated like soot
in the air that Little Crow had moved to Minnesota
and rumors were even more flitting in that he had
flown away to the big bird cage in the heavens.
Mark tells us that he got word that Little Crow
had died on June 12th last (this).
The heart chokes a bit and the memory then cuts
in and reminds us that when I wailed to LC about
help and getting this job done and needing him greatly
to accomplish that task he just smiled and said: “I will
be around as long you need me and you will know
when you don’t need me any more because I will be
elsewhere….working harder.”
I cannot say what will happen to the American
Natives but heartaches pile on and we consider our
position relative to the departed and go on until our
flight plan is perfected.
This world has lost a most important teacher and
certainly we are NOT better to have him moved
away.
OTHER FLIGHT PLANS
We interrupted this writing some hours ago and
decided we had best begin the absurd fun and games
of the demanded/mandatory trip off shore for visa
requirements. That was OK in concept and went
smoothly for this part of the world.
We went to our regular “vacation planner” and in
the process found that the funds not refunded as
supposed to be from the last two years’ unused “had
to have tickets” have been “found” so this ticket will
be less this time by some small amount unstated YET.
You must understand that you have to have a ticket
OUT OF THE PHILIPPINES before they will let you
in. No overstaying aliens here, no siree. In cases like
ours where we are out and back in the same day, for
visa reasons, that means buying a ticket three ways,
outbound, inbound, and outbound again. If the airlines
or travel agency is just a little shrewd (or crooked),
they make it so difficult to get a refund that they get
to keep the cost of the extra outbound ticket which is
somehow never refunded.
We have been here so long that they didn’t dare
for another year what with our complaining for the last
two in a row.
So, that began our big adventure planning. We got
all that done but will not give dates, please, for we
don’t want VK to have to interrupt her plans to doom
our little get away plane. We go over and back in one
day but we have to plan as it might be forever as to
leaving instructions here and there so YOU can sort
our business if, God allows, we dump in the North
China Sea or bog with parasitic SARS bird-fever.
Among the things on my list was to get a duplicate
key or two to our apartment having almost locked us
out (this is no hotel, remember) and fortunately, Ludy
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was here with my key and could let us in.
Now, a duplicate key at the lobby desk seems easy
enough in our mailbox cubicle and since we would
need cover for anyone needing into our space “just in
case” the devil rides in “de-tail” where we choose to
in-plane, we need that key.
Off we went to get a copy-key. We went and we
went and we went wandering everywhere we were
told we could get such a service rendered. We found
several places but no correct “blanks”. Ah, as with
any other plan of search and “try”, we found a place
in a shoe-fixit shop just inside the door of the mall on
OUR SIDE OF THE PLACE and where EJ has had
his shoes repaired when he walked the heel off one
day. They didn’t have everything we needed but one
sufficiently workable to at the least get someone into
the apartment without breaking down the doors. So,
success was ours. After I write my book of
instructions for a lifetime (one day trip), we will be in
fair shape.
We old folks are blessed, however, and I cherish
every bit of it in that I feel so inept at living that I
welcome every kind gesture.
We don’t have friends very much among those
“Elite” but we surely do have friends in the “helper”
category. We have no transportation so our precious
taxi-owner from next door takes the day of travel
program, gets up at 4:00 a.m. to get us safely and
timely to the airport for the three-hour lineup and wait
and then comes and fetches us back in the afternoon
when we return. It is cheap anyway but can’t even
compare it to maintaining a vehicle here and especially
considering the DANGER in motion.
If anything happens to us Tess (Tuscany
receptionist) will notify Ellen “back home”—and she
will have the “scatter-list” of “sorry to inform you”
calls. That means “more sorry than you might think”
if you are on that list because I have not even filed
papers (stuff I use in writings) for six years and oh my
goodness I hope if the end comes it is before I do so.
Someone else can dump it—I can’t bear it.
I do know, however, that some of you really are
concerned about it and should be because it certainly
involves YOU and what would happen next. I think
we have it covered even if a bit wacko and
convoluted. And Ellen, I will make sure we get
instructions and backup faxed to you prior to departure
so you can sleep without indigestion.
Are we concerned? NO! But responsibility
demands that we cover these possibilities. But, not
enough to clean up the office, please. We are simply
sharing early enough that you don’t have to be
concerned that we have not prepared for adverse
possibilities but also early enough that you’ll forget
about it by the time we actually go anywhere. August
is a big milestone month for us all and we may as well
add our little escapades to the month and start getting
emotionally ready to miss another Thanksgiving and
Christmas at home with the family. Well, we have
enough memories of wondrous sharing to keep us a
while longer and our anticipation of a BIG sack-full of
goodies if we are good kids fills the mind with
wonderful thoughts. I think part of being away so
long is the recognition that somehow we are not
missed as much and everyone has learned to live
nicely without us under foot. I will just get my
own ten-pound bag of Peanut M&M’s in memory
of Berends and eat them all myself and have
chocolate overload.
This is getting beyond “Ananda” but optimism
makes us feel a bit silly and the promise of Mr. Kerry
is, after all: “Hope is on the way!”
Love and our very best to each of you. We CAN
get this job done!
E & E
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‘Dove Droppings’:
The NESARA Fraud
Nothing has been heard from VK Durham
since her reply to Jerry Hansard back around
June 21 and the subsequent involvement of a
heavyweight Atlanta-based attorney to effect
“cease and desist” of VK’s inane ramblings and
allegations. All the same, even though VKD
claimed to “be” “NESRA”, the bleatings of the
“Dove of Oneness” have continued.
In this article we will take a look at exactly
who is the “Dove of Oneness”; how the fraudulent
scheme operates; what’s in it for the “Dove”; the
NESARA connection to the “Omega” program; the
connection to JZ Knight’s Ramtha groupie; and
we’ll even look at the real and original NESARA,
an idealistic proposal by Harvey Barnard which
he insists has never gained sponsorship to put it
before the Congress.
While the scammers and con artists steal from
their victims both emotionally and financially, sidetracking the good will of thousands of supporters
(who are, in fact, enablers of the fraud), the GAIA/
FDN program continues to inch forward to the
goal-line thanks to the relentless efforts of Doris
and EJ Ekker in the face of almost every
imaginable obstacle. Thus, while the scams fall
apart—THE TRUTH JUST STANDS THERE,
WAITING TO BE BROUGHT INTO REALIZATION.
It is much like a sculptor who sees the finished
work inside of the raw material, carefully chipping
away that which DOES NOT BELONG: Whack!
And that portion which does not belong is shed.
Whack! There goes the VKD fraud. Whack! Here
goes the NESARA fraud.
We hereby acknowledge the intensive research
and other efforts of Sean Robinson, reporter for
The News Tribune (online edition), as we use
generous excerpts from the huge volume of work
he has done on this “Dove of Oneness” parasite
and the NESARA fraud. Mr. Robinson can be
reached by phone at 253-597-8486 or by email:
sean.robinson@mail.tribnet.com.
[QUOTING:]
SNARED BY A CYBERCULT QUEEN
Sean Robinson, The News Tribune, July 2004
Shaini Goodwin lies like a lover, and people pay to
listen.
Her whispers promise the irresistible: peace,
wealth and forgiven credit card debt.
She is a star only the Internet could create—queen
of a cybercult, architect of a conspiracy theory built on
the ruins of deceit. Every day, typing at a computer
or speaking on the phone, she lures disciples to a
bewitching creed, and pumps new life into a dead
scam that suckered thousands.
Her words are soft and sharp, insistent and
insolent, understanding and unyielding. From her South
Sound double-wide, she peddles a myth that blends old
grift, New Age sermon and political activism into a
mixture one historian of confidence games calls
“magnificent”.
Most of her readers don’t know who she is. On
the Internet, she writes under an increasingly famous
pseudonym: Dove of Oneness.

...At Dove’s decree, thousands of her followers
send letters, postcards and e-mails to the U.S.
Supreme Court, the Pentagon, Congress and the halls
of international justice. They wave banners, pass out
fliers and hold demonstrations on three continents,
demanding announcement of a secret law that doesn’t
exist, anticipating the delivery of easy fortunes that
never come.
...It’s legal. No law prevents her from waving a
cardboard sign on the shoulder of the information
highway. The money comes—how much, only
Goodwin knows, and she isn’t telling. She says she
asks for money only when she really needs it. If she
lives high, she hides it well. The mobile home is no
mansion.
But money isn’t the only gift she receives. She
also harvests something equally precious: believers.
The Secret Law
Four weeks ago, as filmmaker Michael Moore’s
Fahrenheit 9/11 opened across the nation, Goodwin’s
acolytes stood by theater doors, handing out sheets of
paper headed with a mysterious acronym—NESARA.
The word appears on purple fliers stacked on a
shelf outside an Olympia cafe; on banners unfurled
weekly at the World Court in The Netherlands; on
signs carried by demonstrators in Texas, Chicago and
South America; scrawled in the sand on beaches in
Australia; and on the sides of rolling billboards in
Washington, D.C.
It stands for the secret law, the one Dove claims
Congress passed four years ago. The one that
abolishes income taxes, forgives mortgages, zeroes out
credit cards and declares peace.
The media can’t talk about it, she says. Only
Dove knows the truth about NESARA, and as she
solemnly explains, it’s dangerous information. That’s
why she has a secret identity.
...She claims more than 15,000 subscribers to her
reports, and 300,000 readers worldwide....
Her long-running tale is a curtain—a veil that
covers a con. She waves the so-called secret law like
a winning lottery ticket, telling her followers its
provisions will grant them the wealth they were once
promised by an Illinois grifter.
The Scam That Started It All
The grifter is Clyde Hood, a retired electrician from
Mattoon, Ill. He’s serving a 14-year sentence in
federal prison for mail fraud, wire fraud and money
laundering.
A decade ago, Hood created an investment fraud
scam called Omega. Dove almost never mentions
Omega these days, but without it, her celebrity and her
cybercult might not exist.
Omega robbed thousands of people, including
South Sound residents, of at least $12.5 million. That
was the traceable part. Federal attorneys and
investigators who prosecuted Hood and 18 coconspirators think the real number was greater—at
least $20 million, perhaps $50 million.
[The article goes in to provide a great deal of
detail about the Omega fraud and farm land
claims connections but these are outside of our
immediate focus. In a nutshell, Omega investors
were promised that every $100 invested would
“roll” into approximately $12.5 million within 3
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years. And the aptly named Mr. Hood actually
worked this scam for six years through the year
2000 without ever providing ANY returns to his
“investors”—one of whom just happened to be
Shaini Goodwin, birthing the “Dove of Oneness”.]
Ramtha
As he gathered Omega’s threads, Esteban
“Steve” Sanchez, the assistant U.S. attorney in
Urbana, Ill., who prosecuted the case, noticed the
Yelm connection. He realized several victims were
linked to JZ Knight, the ethereal New Age guru who
claims to “channel” the spirit of a 40,000-year-old
warrior called Ramtha.
“I cannot tell you what, if any, direct relationship
there was between this person in Yelm, Washington,
and Clyde Hood,” Sanchez said of Knight. “We knew
that there were people associated with her that
apparently had invested in Omega, but that was not an
angle that we wanted to pursue, because apparently
it’s very difficult to pursue that angle.”
Omega was an open secret at Knight’s Ramtha
School of Enlightenment, four former students say.
They asked not to be named, citing the fear of legal
retaliation from Knight, who requires students to sign
nondisclosure agreements.
“That’s how I became involved in it, was through
the school,” one student said. “I was involved in it and
practically everybody else I knew at the school was
involved in it. There were tons of people involved in
this on just a cash basis. People were sending in
cash—cash with no paperwork, no receipt, no nothing.
People were promised their money was going to come
in before the next snowfall.”
The students say Knight never endorsed or
promoted Omega. Some recall her telling students to
cultivate an “abundance mentality” if the promised
fortunes ever came.
Knight did not respond directly to requests for
comment from The News Tribune. Greg Simmons, a
Ramtha school spokesman, acknowledged Omega was
discussed informally among students at the school.
When asked whether Knight lost money in Omega,
Simmons would not comment.
In the late 1990s, as Omega reached its peak,
Shaini Goodwin was living near Yelm, in a gated
community called Clearwood.
She had taken classes at the Ramtha school in the
late 1980s and later claimed to be a kind of channeler
herself, according to those who know her. She
sprinkles her daily Dove reports with frequent
references to the “Ascended Masters” and “the
Illuminati”, common figures in New Age teachings....
‘The Dark Agenda’
In the summer of 2000, as investigators closed in
on Hood, Goodwin reported new plots on the Internet
boards.
As Dove, she cited information from unnamed
sources, and described secret struggles among the
world’s financial elites. Beginning sentences with “I
have been told,” she said a major European bank had
come to Omega’s rescue, but a major U.S. bank was
fighting the program “with every trick and delay
possible”.
U.S. Supreme Court justices were on Omega’s
side. An important judge from the East Coast was
fighting on their behalf. A group she called the White
Knights was waging war against powerful enemies
she began to call “the dark agenda”.
...In August 2000, federal investigators smashed
Omega. Steve Sanchez filed indictments against Hood
and 18 co-conspirators, charging multiple counts of
wire fraud, mail fraud and conspiracy.
On Aug. 29, the day after the indictments were
announced, Dove posted a message:
“Tonight we were told by a very high intelligence

agency source that this whole thing in Illinois ‘has been
staged’ to try to stop funding! However, this case in
Illinois TOTALLY LACKS any ability to stop funding.
It’s almost a comedy, because the whole case will
disappear instantly—VERY SOON.”
...She claimed Omega wasn’t the only program
affected by battles among the financial elites. At least
50 more “prosperity programs” were in play. Soon, all
of them would be triggered by the announcement of a
secret law passed by Congress. She called it
NESARA—an acronym for the National Economic
Stabilization and Recovery Act.
The law forgave debt and eliminated taxes. It
changed the banking system and shifted the backing
for the nation’s currency, she claimed. New, colorful
bills printed by the U.S. Mint were proof. But no
members of Congress could admit the law’s existence,
she said. They were bound to secrecy by a gag order
from the U.S. Supreme Court, and violations were
punishable by death. Group prayers were needed to
hasten the law’s announcement.
She had taken Hood’s idea and transformed it.
Omega no longer was a simple investment, but an
article of faith. She no longer was the messenger for
one failed prosperity program, but scores. She made
it clear she was the only voice, the designated
messenger, for every one of them. She made it clear
she was the only one who knew the truth about
NESARA.
The Man Who Created NESARA
The claim shocked Harvey Barnard, 62, an
engineer, consultant and teacher from Louisiana who
wrote NESARA 13 years ago during an academic
daydream.
While fooling around with mathematical formulas
applied to economics, he decided the American
economy was fundamentally unstable. So he came up
with new formulas, translated them into legal language
and wrote a bill.
“It was just an exercise to see if I could do it,” he
says.
Barnard printed 1,000 copies and sent them to
every member of Congress. At first, he figured the
idea was so obvious, he’d have to wait about a week
for the bill to pass. Unfortunately, no one was
interested in saving the economy. He still pitches the
idea, and provides copies of his bill on his Web site.
But no one has ever sponsored it....
[Refer to “EMAIL FROM HARVEY BARNARD”
on page 14.]
Fame
On Sept. 1, 2001, hours after planes hijacked by
terrorists struck the World Trade Center and
Pentagon, Dove posted the message that made her a
star.
“The three targets today were ALL connected to
NESARA and the banking changes. I just learned
that at 9:00 a.m. in New York this morning, there was
an IMPORTANT banking activity set to be activated
in the IMF international banking computer center in the
World Trade Center!” she wrote. “This was
obviously WHY the World Trade Center was attacked
TODAY at just before and after 9:00 a.m.! ... The
orders for these plane attacks came from U.S. citizens
who are trying to stop our deliveries/funding and
NESARA.”
The impact on the Internet was electric. Here
was a new rumor to chew. Almost immediately,
Dove’s message appeared on every Omega bulletin
board, and leapfrogged to other sites devoted to
conspiracy theory....
[We’ll use editorial discretion to “snip” the
first article by Sean Robinson at this point and take
up with Part Two of The News Tribune’s coverage
of the NESARA scam straight away. QUOTING:]
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UP AGAINST ‘THE DARK AGENDA’
Sean Robinson, The News Tribune, July 2004

It’s not easy keeping secrets. Sometimes Shaini
Goodwin, aka “Dove of Oneness”, wishes she didn’t
know so many.
Life would be simpler.
She wouldn’t have to flood the Internet with
reports that draw thousands of readers around the
world. She wouldn’t have to write about a secret law
called NESARA—the National Economic Security and
Reformation Act.
Sometimes, she says, she wishes she’d never
heard of NESARA. She claims Congress secretly
passed it in 2000. The supposed law forgives
mortgage and credit card debt, abolishes the IRS and
declares peace—but she says a U.S. Supreme Court
gag order prevents anyone from revealing it, under pain
of death.
Goodwin says the gag order doesn’t apply to her,
because she isn’t an “official person”....
The knowledge is a heavy burden. Without it, she
wouldn’t have to fend off critics who scoff at her
claims, call her the leader of a cybercult and charge
that she links NESARA to the wealth promised by a
financial scam. She wouldn’t have to call for
demonstrations around the world, or ask her 15,000
readers for donations, sent to a mail drop in an
Olympia strip mall.
...She links her conspiracy theory to a proven con.
Goodwin says NESARA will unlock the wealth
allegedly held in more than 50 “prosperity programs”.
They include an investment fraud called Omega, run
by a convicted con artist named Clyde Hood of
Mattoon, Ill. In the mid-1990s the scheme robbed
thousands of people of more than $20 million and led
to the convictions of 18 conspirators for wire fraud,
mail fraud and money laundering.
...Goodwin dismisses critics and naysayers as tools
of what she calls “the dark agenda”. The Omega
convictions were a sham, she says—a government plot
to deprive people of their money. She says she is
practicing political activism, that she tells the truth, that
she doesn’t lead a cult....
The Scheherazade Factor
Goodwin didn’t make the pieces of her Byzantine
puzzle.
Omega came from Hood, a retired Illinois
electrician who created the investment fraud scheme
in 1994. New Age jargon provided Goodwin’s
rhetoric. The conspiracy theories were rusty
boilerplate, covered by “The Da Vinci Code” author
Dan Brown and others, volleyed around thousands of
Internet sites. And the NESARA idea belonged to
Harvey Barnard, a retired engineer in Louisiana who
drafted a model bill 13 years ago as an academic
exercise.
But the synthesis was Dove’s, and that’s what
catches the trained eye of Andreas Schroeder, cochairman of the creative writing department at the
University of British Columbia, and author of several
books on scam artists and confidence games.
Dove built a bridge from one scam to another,
shifting from Omega’s unofficial chronicler to the
keeper of the secret law. Schroeder likens the
NESARA story to a famous con from the 1920s: the
Drake Legacy.
For more than a decade, Oscar Hartzell, an Illinois
farmer, convinced thousands of people that he
controlled the $100 billion estate of Sir Francis Drake,
the 16th-century pirate.
Hartzell went to London to make the con look
good. He stayed there, sending letters to suckers back
home that described his negotiations with the British
government and the royal family, and the need for
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more public support and money to seal the deal.
He spent his days at the post office and his nights
on liquor and women. He was convicted of fraud in
1934 and died nine years later. Before his trial,
Hartzell’s believers raised more than $68,000 for his
defense.
His method was as old as deceit. Richard Rayner,
author of Drake’s Fortune, a book on the scam, calls
it “the Scheherazade factor”, invoking the princess of
the Arabian Nights who saved her life with stories.
Like Hartzell, Dove writes letters describing
government plots too tangled to unravel. Like him, she
denounces critics and skeptics. Like him, she urges
her supporters to campaign for the unreal.
It keeps them distracted, Schroeder says. The
best con artists turn passive victims into active
supporters.
“You’re told to spend a tremendous amount of
effort to get in on the fight and defend yourself,” he
says. “Join up with a bunch of other like-minded
people to defend the enterprise. It keeps you busy, it
keeps you involved, and because you’re chorusing, the
din you create overwhelms anything that might be
coming in through the other ear.”
On Nov. 29, 2001, Dove instructed victims of the
Omega scam not to file restitution claims seeking the
return of their money.
“Since the whole court thing in Illinois was always
part of the dark agenda opposition trying to brainwash
program members, if you fill out that questionnaire,
you are probably signing away your rights to your
prosperity,” she wrote.
...Collectively, 355 Omega victims from 41 states
and three countries filed restitution claims seeking
more than $1.69 million.
Esteban “Steve” Sanchez, the assistant U.S.
attorney in Illinois who prosecuted the Omega case,
was disappointed. He knew the scam’s victims
numbered in the thousands.
It was the Scheherazade factor, the unshakable
faith of Omega investors, the rough magic of the con,
nurtured by Dove. The victims weren’t talking—not
in Illinois, and not in Yelm, where Goodwin then lived.
Many Omega “investors” were clustered in the
Thurston County city and surrounding communities.
...On Dec. 23, 2001, Dove posted a report
shredding Barnard, the original author of the NESARA
bill. His Web site was a sham, she said. Bush
administration goons had taken control of it. Her
opponents, including Barnard, were “dark agenda
stooges”.
Eventually Dove would change the name of the
secret law, but preserve Barnard’s acronym. Instead
of the National Economic Stabilization and Recovery
Act, it became the National Economic Security and
Reformation Act.
Barnard had written the NESARA proposal,
nursed it for years and inched it toward the door of
respectability, even getting an occasional sniff from
politicians with a libertarian bent.
Now the idea no longer belonged to him.
He has taken to calling Goodwin’s reports “Dove
droppings”.
...On April 11, she started a phone line: a Seattle
number where supporters could call for “updates”.
The NESARA announcement was imminent, “on the
brink”, and the White Knights were taking new steps
to eradicate the dark agenda. She claimed 7,600
subscribers.
“Oh, by the way,” snorts Jay Adkisson, a scamcracking asset protection attorney from California,
“we’re having trouble paying our phone bill—please
send some money in.”
Adkisson edits Quatloos.com, an irreverent Web
site dedicated to exposing financial scams and frauds.

(The word “quatloos” is a pop-culture joke, a reference
to sci-fi currency from an old Star Trek episode.)
Adkisson appears as an occasional guest expert on
network news shows such as ABC’s 20/20, and he
has testified on investment fraud before the U.S.
Senate Finance Committee.
The Quatloos site includes a lengthy history of the
Omega scam and excerpts from Dove’s reports.
Adkisson scoffs at them (“the voice of the clinically
insane”, he says), but his words include a hint of
grudging admiration.
“A very subtle scam: Keep me alive for
information because this information impacts you,” he
says. “Well, the fact is, it doesn’t impact anybody.
It’s bogus. It’s just a way to grift money from people
who want to believe that their long-forgotten Omega
shares are gonna pay out some day.”
Dove calls Quatloos “a CIA disinformation Web
site” and says she has confirmed it with a Secret
Service agent she won’t name.
Along with Adkisson, Dove attracted other
observers—hunters who make a hobby of researching
scams. One goes by the Internet handle “Goose”.
He followed Omega for years and had friends who
invested in it. When Dove’s reports began to appear,
he kept an eye on her.
“I give her credit for being able to combine this
stuff in an amazingly confusing way,” he says. “Dove
has pulled some really hurtful things together and built
a story, which she continues to spread, and which, in
turn, only causes more hurt for those who hang on to
her every word.
“People have been completely ruined because of
these programs that Dove promotes,” the man known
as Goose says. “Dove has had ample opportunity to
see the hurt people have suffered. Does she stop?
Never. She goes on and on.”
Too Good To Be True
Though soliciting donations in exchange for phony
information might sound fishy, it isn’t illegal. State and
federal law enforcement authorities say no law
prohibits Dove from asking for gifts, even if they fund
conspiracy theories.
...Dove hasn’t generated any complaints to the
state attorney general or the U.S. Attorney’s Office in
Seattle. No public sources show how much money
she makes from her state-registered business, or
whether she pays obligatory taxes. The state
Department of Revenue does not disclose such
information about individual businesses, said spokesman
Mike Gowrylow, who added he hadn’t heard of Dove
before The News Tribune asked about her.
“If we become aware of any kind of suspected tax
evasion, we investigate it,” he said. “I’m sure we don’t
catch every little bit of it, and we’re not aware of
everything.”
No Proof
...On her Web site, Dove describes several ways
to prove NESARA’s reality. None can be verified,
though she says public denials simply prove how
secret it is.
In some of her reports, she claims Congress
passed the bill March 9, 2000, and that President
Clinton signed it on Sept. 10 of that year. Records of
congressional actions for March 9 show no NESARA
vote. Records of Clinton’s official actions Sept. 10
don’t include a NESARA bill-signing.
Goodwin now says Clinton signed the bill
sometime in October 2000.
Repeated questions from NESARA believers have
forced the Department of the Treasury to issue a
statement on its Web site, couched in inoffensive but
direct terms.
“The NESARA proposal has not yet been
introduced in the Congress, nor is it part of any
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current law,” the statement reads. “The Treasury
Department is not authorized, under our political
system of checks and balances, to execute or
administer any part of NESARA, without the force of
law as approved by Congress.”
Dove claims some financial experts know about
NESARA and will discuss it if asked.
Matt Philichi, an investment broker with the
Tacoma branch of Morgan Stanley, burst out laughing
when he heard the story of the secret law.
“That’s the silliest thing I’ve ever heard of,” he
said. “There’s absolutely no way that all this
information is going to float out of Yelm, Washington,
and miss all the other cities in the world. It sounds
like the typical scam. If there was something in this
that we could present to our clients to help them and
make them like us more—you know we’d be all over
it. There’s not one firm out there that would keep it
a secret.”
Occasionally, Dove names U.S. Rep. Ron Paul (RTexas) as a NESARA supporter. Paul’s libertarian
views on the economy make him “a bit of a lightning
rod for conspiracy theorists”, says his spokesman, Jeff
Deist.
Deist says the same thing to every NESARA
supporter who calls: NESARA has never been
introduced in Congress, and Paul never voted on it.
Dove says members of the national media are
under a gag order, and cannot discuss the secret
NESARA law. She says she learned about the gag
order from “a New York journalist”. She will not give
his name.
When pressed for other evidence by The News
Tribune, Dove cited “confirmations” of NESARA in
the form of messages from her supporters.
She provided 95 pages of printed e-mails. Many
of the messages were duplicated three and four times
from the same individual. The pile included 18
messages referencing NESARA. In them, supporters
speak of colored currency and vague hints from
unnamed bank tellers and managers. Most of the
anecdotes describe conversations with friends of
friends.
At Dove’s request, one of her supporters, Dan
Onerheim of Iowa, spoke to The News Tribune and
described the experience he called a “confirmation”.
“A few months back,” Onerheim said, he was
talking to a certified public accountant who mentioned
“a lot of changes coming into effect monetarily”. He
said the man mentioned NESARA.
The News Tribune asked for the man’s name.
“Al,” Onerheim said.
The last name? He didn’t know.
The man’s location?
“I think he was out of Phoenix,” Onerheim said.
A second supporter, Herb McKirgan of Oregon,
told The News Tribune he heard U.S. Rep. Dennis
Kucinich (D-Ohio) confirm NESARA’s existence
during a recent speech.
McKirgan said he mentioned NESARA activities
to Kucinich, who allegedly named the law and said it
was “very important”.
Andy Juniewicz, senior communications adviser to
Kucinich’s presidential campaign, dismissed the story
and criticized Dove’s occasional use of Kucinich’s
name.
“Her claim is pure fiction,” he said. The
congressman would not have corroborated the
existence of a law that doesn’t exist. It’s important
that she stop using his name as corroboration for her
claims.”
During her interview with The News Tribune on
Thursday, Dove called another supporter, this time in
the Netherlands, a woman named Nel DeBest who
participates in NESARA demonstrations at the World
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Court. DeBest also reported a “confirmation” of the
secret law—she says an ambassador driving by the
demonstrators in a car gave the thumbs-up sign. So
did one of the World Court judges, she said.
At times in the last two years, hundreds of daily
e-mails from NESARA followers have gummed up
the World Court’s computers. Local police recently
told the demonstrators to stop planting their signs in the
flower beds.
The activists are peaceful, friendly and persistent,
says Boris Heim, one of the court’s information
officers.
“We have just told them we have nothing to do
with them and can’t help them in any way,” he says.
“You see obviously that they don’t have quite a grip
really on what’s happening. They look at you in a
bizarre way. They’re not listening.”
Heim feels sorry for them. It amazes him that
they believe Dove’s words.
“It’s just pointless,” he says. “...It doesn’t make
any sense. If you talk about this to any normal human
being with a functioning brain, he will understand that
the International Court cannot erase the taxes of the
world.”
Court employees used to respond to NESARA emails with a form letter: “The International Court of
Justice (ICJ) has nothing to do with any alleged
‘Nesara’ proceedings, as mentioned in your e-mail and
on certain Internet sites,” it said.
They don’t bother to respond anymore. It does no
good.
A Rush from Influence
Photos of the World Court demonstrations appear
on Dove’s Web site, along with others of NESARA
demonstrations in Seattle, Texas and South America.
The numbers are growing, and Dove feeds the energy.
Recently, she gave herself a new title: Worldwide
NESARA Take Action Team Director.
Though her means are modest, Dove’s influence
and worldwide network of supporters reflect an
occasional pattern that surfaces in “impostor” scams—
and provide a partial explanation of what Goodwin
gains by her efforts.
“It’s definitely not always money,” says
Schroeder, the fraud historian. “Beyond a certain
point, it’s the ability to influence a whole lot of people
at the snap of their fingers. Influence, being the spider
at the center of the web that can get everybody
excited by plucking this string. That’s as big a rush
and as good a reason as making a million bucks.”
The scam hunter known as Goose can’t decide
whether Dove writes for money or attention, whether
she believes her reports or puts on a good show.
Either way, it bothers him.
“A lot of people have newsletters, and people
either pay for them or their newsletters are supported
by donations. There’s really nothing illegal about that,”
he says. “But the thing is, Omega has been declared,
by the court and in Illinois, a scam. You can’t talk
about funding without connecting it to something that’s
been called a scam, something that’s been declared
illegal by the courts. In that sense you’re holding out
hope of a declared scam. There’s the legal question
and then there’s the moral, ethical question.”
Hearing the story of Dove, Sanchez, who
prosecuted the Omega conspirators in Illinois, feels a
pulse of fury.
“It is so offensive to me when people victimize
victims, kick somebody when they’re down,” he says.
“This is what she’s done, and it’s not right. One could
argue that she’s done more damage than Clyde Hood.”
The Cybercult
In Redmond lives a man who wishes he’d never
heard of Dove. Because of her reports, he can’t talk
to his sister anymore. Fearing he will lose all contact

with her, the man asked The News Tribune not to
publish his name. Call him John.
John’s sister lives in California. Her husband
controls all communication to their household. The
husband was an Omega investor who tried to pull his
relatives into the program. Now the husband is a
Dove believer.
“He’s an incredible supporter, to the point where
if you mention that it might not be on the up-and-up,
he gets angered,” John says. “It doesn’t matter what
you say—these people want to believe. They want to
believe what’s being fed to them.”
He has tried to talk to the husband, to reason with
him. It doesn’t work. They can’t talk anymore; the
husband says John is part of the dark agenda. What
started as a dubious get-rich-quick scheme has
become something else, something addictive.
“There is definitely a walking path between
multilevel marketing and this stuff—a doorway drug,”
John says. “This is really a cult. It’s a cybercult.”
The Trucks
Through winter and spring of this year, Dove
trimmed NESARA like a Christmas tree. The secret
law would bring even more benefits, she said: a cure
for cancer, 90 percent price reductions at the store,
increased Social Security payments ($3,000 a month),
a ban on Navy sonar tests that kill whales, and
prosecution for uninsured drivers.
She asked for money on Feb. 4. Petitions to the
World Court were working, she said in March.
Judges had agreed to hold a hearing on the NESARA
announcement, now scheduled for April.
On April Fool’s Day, at the end of a long report,
she pushed for another postcard campaign to a familiar
target: The Joint Chiefs of Staff at the Pentagon. To
fire up the troops, she added a teaser:
“I’m working on another BIG action which will
encourage these high-level officers to get NESARA
announced immediately,” she wrote.
For the next few days, she dropped hints about
“the secret BIG thing”, calling it “a very unusual
activity which will give NESARA’s announcement a
BIG boost forward”.
On April 7, the big thing arrived. Four billboard
trucks appeared in Washington, D.C., and drove
around Capitol Hill for a few weeks. The signs they
carried called for the announcement of NESARA.
The chrome-style logo and graphics were taken from
Dove’s Web site.
In a report posted April 7, Dove cheered. Photos
of the trucks soon appeared on her site.
“At last, OUR VOICES are being heard in D.C.
in a BIG way,” she wrote. “It makes me smile every
time I see these beautiful NESARA mobile billboards.”
She told The News Tribune the trucks were paid
for by a woman—“a well-to-do NESARA supporter”
she would not identify.
A Maryland-based company called Drive-By Ads
owns the billboard trucks. Owner James Miller said
he didn’t know anything about NESARA when the job
came in. It was just another campaign. A big one,
though; he had to call in extra drivers. Each truck
rents for $600 per day, and vinyl signs run between
$1,200 and $1,400 apiece.
The trucks ran for three weeks. Miller won’t say
who paid for them.
...On April 22, a few days after the trucks
appeared, Dove posted her latest request for
donations.
“NEXT WEEK I must pay for some large
communications expenses and other expenses and I’m
asking those of you who are able to send financial
contributions to fund the many actions I’m leading for
the benefit of all of us to move NESARA into
announcement immediately,” she wrote.
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She gave the Olympia address and mailbox
number along with the usual precise instructions:
“Please address your envelope EXACTLY as above
or your envelope may not be delivered. Also, please
REPLY to this message telling me you are sending me
a financial gift. You may make checks or money
orders payable to ‘Dove.’”
[END QUOTING from Mr. Sean Robinson’s
articles. To finish up this review of the NESARA
fraud, we quote from an email sent to a friend in
response to her inquiry to Dr. Harvey Barnard, the
originator of the NESARA concept. QUOTING:]
EMAIL FROM HARVEY BARNARD
We call those postings “Dove Droppings.”
I wrote NESARA over 13 years ago and spent
10 years walking the halls of Congress trying to find
a sponsor. This issue is just too hot to handle for most
Representatives. Think about it. The proposed change
is the biggest single change in terms of dollars ever
attempted, not to mention its social impact.
A few Legislators have stated privately that they
will co-sponsor the Bill if someone else introduces it;
they are already listed as sponsors or co-sponsors of
existing proposed Bills on the same subjects. Must be
a rule written there somewhere on the walls of
Congress.
Three years ago I published the NESARA
information on the WWW. This month some 6,000
people will visit the site. You are probably in there
somewhere. Unlike the Dove story of space aliens,
the ghost of Christmas Past and powerful individuals
saving the poor, dumb Americans from the top down,
exactly the opposite is true. If we find a solution to
this sea of troubles it will be from the bottom up.
Once enough people know about the benefits of
NESARA, Congress will pass it, or something like it,
or we will get a new Congress.
Dove first appeared about 3 or 4 months after the
NESARA Institute established the nesara web site.
...If strange humor were an Olympic Sport, Dove
would be a finalist. ...I expect that the more dedicated
Dove followers are an excellent collection of
individuals truly interested in finding solutions to a
world of problems. It is impossible to find fault with
their goals and hopes.
...Strange as it may seem, some of what Dove
says is true because it was copied from our web site.
NESARA is designed to build a better world, nations,
communities and families simply by enabling individuals
to keep more of what they produce. One day you
may live in a much better environment, not because of
what others have been commanded to do, but because
of what you are allowed to do with your own
resources that you must recover for yourself.
NESARA provides a plan to regain some of your
stolen monetary rights and to lower your taxes.
NESARA is not a Get Out Of Jail Free Card, just an
early parole.
Perhaps we should send Dove a thank-you card.
A lot of people report that they love the continuing
soap opera and can’t wait to see what crazy excuses
will next appear. So far most, if not all, of the space
aliens and supernatural forces seem to be good guys.
Why not have another set of space aliens and
supernatural forces from the dark side to explain the
next announcement delays?
...We hope this helps.
Dr. Harvey F. Barnard
Author of NESARA (The National Economic
Stabilization and Recovery Act)
A Practical Solution to America’s Problems
http://nesara.org
[END QUOTING, END ARTICLE. ’Nuff said.]
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World News Insights
“Evil must wear a sign,” we have been told. Can cocaine.
On July 1, authorities found $13 million worth
it get any more obvious than this next example?
attached to the hull of one of his ships….
[QUOTING:]
The media stated that smugglers had secreted their
stash without the company’s knowledge. Would this
TONGUE-TWISTED BUSH BENT ON SELF-HARM
explanation work if it were found on your car?
Rupert Cornwell, The Independent-UK, 8/6/04
…[Internet radio personality Alex] Jones recently
WASHINGTON—Even by the previous standards of had an interview with John DeCamp who exposed the
pedophile ring in the Reagan Bush White House.
Bushisms, this was one for the ages.
…Crime and depravity is the elite’s soft
Signing into law a new $417bn (£229bn) defence
spending bill, the famously tongue-twisted 43rd President underbelly….
The elite depends on our credulity and docility. If we
of the United States solemnly declared yesterday that his
administration “will never stop thinking about new ways can expose them, they cannot govern. If we insist on the
law, we can put them in jail where they all belong.
to harm our country and our people”.
[END QUOTING]
The gaffe came as President George Bush was
American parents unwittingly (?) harm their children
warming to his favourite theme of the terrorist threat
on a regular basis through vaccinations, unnecessary
faced by the U.S.
“Our enemies are innovative and resourceful, and so prescriptions from antibiotics to Ritalin, TV-babysitting,
are we,” he said. “They never stop thinking about new Aspartame-laced food and beverages and outright
ways to harm our country and our people, and neither neglect. But how many are aware of just how much
money goes directly for killing unborn children?
do we.”
Steeled doubtless by long experience of oratorical [QUOTING:]
mis-steps by the President, the audience of senior
military commanders and the Pentagon’s civilian
AMERICAN TAXPAYERS FUND $400 MILLION
leadership gave no outward reaction….
INTERNATIONAL CHILD KILLING INDUSTRY
[END QUOTING]
David Brownlow, Prison Planet, 7/21/04
Dr. Henry Makow reminds us in this next piece just
exactly what kind of people are running the show.
“State Department spokesman Richard Boucher said
[QUOTING:]
the U.S. is the world’s largest donor to health programs
for women and children, to the tune of $1.8 billion this
year, of which over $400 million is for reproductive
ARE OUR LEADERS CRIMINALS & SATANISTS?
health and family planning.”—WorldNetDaily.com
By Henry Makow, PhD, 7/25/04
…The real shocker in this story is the fact that
Cloak and Dagger Internet Radio says you can add American taxpayers unwittingly donate $400 million
“murderers, traitors and liars” to this list [“criminals and every year to the international child-killing industry.
During the four years of Bush’s first (and last) term, we
Satanists”]as well.
Each week host Nelson Thall (“Lenny Bloom”) and will have given away over $1.5 billion for the express
regular guests, Tom Henighan and Sherman Skolnick purpose of murdering children in every corner of the
planet!
“uncover the cover-ups”.
Forget for a moment that we are flat broke and
A typical show last week revealed that President
George W. Bush (“Bush-fraud”) was involved in a should not be giving away our money for any reason.
satanic mass murder in 1984 in Brownsville TX in What on Earth could possibly possess us to give away
which 17 cult members were slain and /skinned./ so much of our money to pay for international
During the 2000 election campaign, reporters confronted abortions? Do we have a pathological desire to spread
Dubya and he /didn’t deny it./ Apparently Dubya’s misery and destruction throughout the world?
Have we gone completely nuts?
teeth marks were found on one of the victims but
How could this happen when we have been electing
Daddy Bush, a practicing satanist himself, got it covered
“pro-life” Republicans for so many years? Republicans
up….
Gradually people are recognizing that mankind has have controlled the House, from which every spending
been swindled on a cosmic scale by a satanic cult bill originates, since 1994! It would be so easy for them
to block this illegal transfer of blood money to the UN.
headquartered in the City of London.
Is it really so unbelievable that mankind’s moral Yet, they have been giving $400 million a year to the
development would /not/ be in the interests of the international abortion industry—consistently, every year!
Doesn’t that make you want to scream?
financial elite and that they would take elaborate steps to
To the $400 million in UN abortion money, add in
control, stunt and even destroy us? Is it so unbelievable
that they would adopt a perverse ideology to rationalize the $250 million we send directly to Planned Parenthood,
along with the millions of Medicaid money that finds its
their Rule of Evil?
This is a war of consciousness and satanists control way into the hands of America’s legalized child-killing
the big guns: the weapons of mass communications. industry, and it turns out that our government is giving
The resistance, who believe man’s duty is to express his away a boatload of our money for the express purpose
Divine not lower nature, has one weapon, the Internet. of murdering children.
…America is the “world’s largest donor” to the
Many leaders are guilty of depravities that would
discredit and render them ineffective if widely exposed. international child-killing industry. That terrifying reality
should drive us all to our knees before the Lord,
This is their Achilles’ heel.
…Not only are both Presidential candidates members begging for His forgiveness. The innocent blood we
of a secret satanic society, the /Skull and Bones/, they have shed is crying out for justice, and the bill is
are related as well! Kerry is a third cousin of George coming due very soon.
May God have mercy on America.
W. Bush on his mother’s side.
[END QUOTING]
A word of caution: sometimes the Cloak and Dagger
As we sow, so shall we reap. With the limited space
hosts seem a little over the top. Take it all with a grain
of salt and see if subsequent events prove them correct. remaining, let’s have a look at what the scientists are
For instance, /Cloak and Dagger/ reported for telling us regarding the prospects for a magnetic pole
months that Canada Steamship Lines owned by Canadian shift.
[QUOTING:]
Prime Minister Paul Martin’s family was smuggling
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SOMETHING WEIRD IS GOING ON BELOW US
Bonny Schoonakker, SundayTimes.co.za, 7/18/04

Southern Africa is experiencing weird vibes,
according to scientists studying one of the more
profound upheavals awaiting planet Earth.
This forthcoming revolution is a reversal in the
Earth’s magnetic field, an event that occurs every
500,000 years or so.
Signs that the reversal is about to happen again are
nowhere more apparent than over Southern Africa,
according to Dr Pieter Kotze, head of the geomagnetism
group at the Hermanus Magnetic Observatory in the
southern Cape.
Satellites in low-Earth orbit over Southern Africa are
already showing signs of radiation damage suffered as
a result of the Earth’s magnetic field weakening above
our part of the planet. The field forms the magnetosphere, which, like the Earth’s ozone layer, protects the
planet from the sun’s harmful radiation.
Other symptoms destined to become apparent in the
years ahead include the aurora australis, or southern
lights. Usually seen only over the South Pole, these will
become visible closer to the equator as the Earth’s
magnetic field weakens and disappears. Eventually, on
past form, the field will reappear but with magnetic north
and south pole changing places, as they have done for
billions of years.
According to an article in the New York Times this
week, the change will be devastating for migratory
animals such as loggerhead turtles, which use the
Earth’s magnetic field to migrate 8,000km around the
Atlantic. Bees, swallows, cranes, salmon, homing
pigeons, frogs and eagles may also lose their way
between breeding and feeding grounds.
Humans will suffer, too. The (temporary)
disappearance of the magnetic field ahead of its reversal
will lead to increased occurrences of radiation-induced
cancer, Kotze said.
Commenting on the New York Times report, Kotze
said that the decay in the Earth’s magnetic field was
becoming increasingly apparent in “the South Atlantic
anomaly”, a huge deviation in the Earth’s magnetic field
discovered with the help of the Hermanus Magnetic
Observatory.
This month, the European Space Agency (ESA)
approved a multimillion-euro space mission, called
Swarm, to measure the anomaly, which stretches from
Southern Africa towards South America.
The ESA’s scientists believe that this anomaly, as
revealed by the occasional “geomagnetic jerk” to which
our part of the world is prone, will provide a clue to
predicting the next “flip” in the Earth’s magnetic field,
now 250,000 years overdue—as these things go. Three
ESA satellites, flying in low-Earth orbit (400km to
500km up) after their launch in 2009, will measure the
variation over Southern Africa.
The observatory has also recorded a faster-growing
deviation between true north and magnetic north over
Southern Africa during the past 10 years, drifting
steadily westward. Taken together, the blip and this drift
point to an imminent reversal in the Earth’s north-south
magnetic alignment.
“We should be able to work out the first predictions
by the end of the [Swarm] mission,” Gauthier Hulot, an
ESA geophysicist and a colleague of Kotze’s, told the
New York Times.
The discovery of the “anomalous field behaviour
over Southern Africa” drew wide attention, reported the
U.S. newspaper, because “it seemed consistent with
what the [ESA’s] computer simulations identified as the
possible beginnings of a flip.”
Kotze said that, “these are all indications that we
have conditions similar to the last reversal, 780,000 years
ago. So it means that we are due for another one
soon.” In geological terms, however, “soon” could
mean anytime between tomorrow and the next 3,000
years....
[END QUOTING]
Tomorrow seems “soon” but who knows?
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #4:
NRS 78.752—Insurance and other financial arrangements against liability of directors,
officers, employees and agents
In this very litigious society, anyone can sue anyone for almost any reason at any time. Corporations
are not exempt from being sued but anyone suing a Nevada corporation could be surprised at just how
resistant to attack Nevada corporate structures can be. (Important side note: To avail your Nevada
corporation of the protection inherent in Nevada’s statutes, you should always ensure that the other party
to any contract agrees that the contract is made in Nevada and any disputes are to be resolved according
to the laws of Nevada.)
Let’s look at a provision of Nevada law that affords a Nevada-based C corporation amazing defensive
capabilities: NRS 78.752, which was added in 1987. Here’s how it begins (emphasis added):
1. A corporation may purchase and maintain insurance or make other financial arrangements
on behalf of any person who is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation,
or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent
of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise for any liability
asserted against him and liability and expenses incurred by him... or arising out of his status as
such, whether or not the corporation has the authority to indemnify him against such liability and
expenses.....
Paragraph 2 states that “other financial arrangements” may include the creation of a trust fund; the
establishment of a program of self-insurance; the securing of its obligation of indemnification by granting
a security interest or other lien on any assets of the corporation; and/or the stablishment of a letter of
credit, guaranty or surety. Specifically excluded from this protection are “...intentional misconduct, fraud
or a knowing violation of law...”. In paragraph 4, we find that “In the absence of fraud... the decision
of the board of directors... is conclusive...”.
Thus, when a Nevada corporation is sued and the litigant names as co-defendants any of the officers,
directors, employees or agents of the corporation, the corporation is entitled by NRS 78.752 to set aside
funds for the liability asserted. Since many suits “go for broke”, quite literally, a Nevada corporation
can often set aside ALL of its assets so that they may be used to defend itself. At best, the attacker
is likely to end up with a “mouthful of dirt”, as the Nevada corporation defends itself to its utmost.
Sometimes it is just as important what the statutes do NOT say. Next week, we’ll examine some
key provisions NOT included in Nevada’s corporate statutes, which greatly enhance PRIVACY aspects.
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